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ABSTRACT 

Given the vast amount of online information covering almost all aspects of human 

endeavor, the Internet, especially the Web, is clearly a fertile ground for data mining 

research from which to extract valuable knowledge. Web mining is the application of data 

mining techniques to extract knowledge from Web data, including Web documents, Web 

hyperlink structure, and Web usage logs.  

Traditional Web mining research has been mainly focused on addressing the 

information overload problem. Many information retrieval (IR) and artificial intelligence 

(AI) techniques have been adopted or developed to identify relevant information from the 

Web to meet users’ specific information needs. However, most existing studies do not 

fully explore the social and behavioral aspects of the Web. Thus, the primary goal of this 

dissertation is to develop an integrated research framework that extends traditional Web 

mining methodologies to fully explore the technical, social, and behavioral aspects of 

Web knowledge discovery. 

 My dissertation framework is composed of technical and social/behavioral 

components. In the technical component of my dissertation, a set of domain specific Web 

collection building, Web content and link structure mining, and Web knowledge 

presentation techniques were developed. These techniques were tested in a series of case 
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studies to demonstrate their effectiveness and efficiency in facilitating knowledge 

discovery in various domains.  

 The social/behavioral component of my dissertation is to explore the application of 

Web mining technology as a new means to study the social interactions and behavior of 

Web content providers and users. Several case studies were conducted to extract 

knowledge on covert organizations' resource allocation plans, information management 

policies, and technical sophistication using Web mining techniques. Such knowledge 

would be very difficult to obtain through other means.  

 The major contributions of this dissertation are twofold. First, it proposed a set of 

new Web mining techniques that can help facilitate knowledge discovery in various 

domains. Second, it demonstrated the effectiveness and efficiency of applying Web 

mining techniques in extracting social and behavioral knowledge in different contexts. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Research Motivation and Goals 

Given the vast amount of online information covering almost every aspect of human 

endeavors, the Internet, especially the Web, is clearly a fertile ground for data mining 

research from which to extract valuable knowledge. The knowledge can be discovered 

not only from the Web pages themselves, but also from the hyperlink structure of the 

pages as well as the behaviors of Web users recorded in Web usage logs. Knowledge 

revealed by analyzing some characteristics of the Web can be used to help improve Web 

users’ effectiveness and efficiency in searching information on the Web, and for 

applications unrelated to the Web, such as supporting decision making and national 

security.  

There has been much research on developing advanced data mining techniques to 

extract useful knowledge from large volumes of data. However, several characteristics of 

the Web make it difficult to directly apply these techniques on the extraction of 

knowledge from the Web. First, the size of the Web is larger than any traditional data 

sources. According to Google, the number of Web pages has exceeded eight billions, and 

has been estimated to grow at a rate of one million per day. Monitoring, collecting, and 

analyzing these pages present a great challenge to traditional data mining research. 
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Second, traditional data mining techniques often deal with structured and 

well-organized data. However, this is not the case on the Web. Web pages are much more 

diverse in terms of their length, structure, and writing style. Many Web pages contain 

grammatical and spelling errors. Web pages are also diverse in terms of their content 

format and languages. Web mining techniques have to deal with the multimedia and 

multilingual issues in order to extract the desired information. 

Third, unlike most traditional data sources, documents on the Web link to each other 

through hyperlinks. Naturally, the author of a Web page only links another page when 

she/he thinks the target page contains relevant or high-quality content. Anchor text, the 

underlined, clickable text of an outgoing link, also provides a lot of information about the 

content and quality of the target page because it represents how other people linking to 

the page would describe the target page. New techniques need to be developed to fully 

take advantage of this unique characteristic of the Web. 

Lastly, the hyperlink structure of the Web and Web users’ access patterns actually 

represent a considerable amount of latent human annotation (Gibson et al., 1998) and 

offers some important information on the social and behavioral aspects of Web users and 

Web content providers. However, many previous studies focused only on the technical 

aspects of the Web, and did not fully explore the social and behavioral aspects of the 

Web.  
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In order to address these research gaps, this dissertation investigates an integrated 

research framework that extends traditional Web mining methodologies to fully explore 

the IR, social, and behavioral aspects of Web knowledge discovery. The research 

framework of this dissertation contains two major perspectives: the technical perspective 

and the social and behavioral perspective. The technical aspect of this dissertation 

develops the techniques that can effectively locate relevant Web content and link 

structure data, extract knowledge from the data, and present the knowledge in meaningful 

ways; while the social and behavioral aspect of this dissertation examines the social and 

behavioral implications of Web content and link structure as well as the cognitive and 

behavioral impacts on people when they are exposed to such Web content. The following 

section discusses the research framework and structure of this dissertation in detail. 

1.2. Research Framework and Dissertation Structure 

Corresponding to my research goals, my framework is composed of technical and 

social/behavioral components (See Figure 1.1). The technical component is built upon 

traditional IR, data/text mining, and visualization technologies. The social/behavioral 

component is built upon social science, organizational behavior, and communication 

theories. The research topics of each component covered by this dissertation are 

discussed in the following subsections.  
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Fig
ure 1.1: Dissertation Research Framework 

1.2.1. Technical Component 

The technical components of this dissertation cover three topics: Web collection building, 

Web content and link analysis, and Web knowledge access and representation.  

Web collection building: As the first step towards Web knowledge discovery, Web 

collection building involves the identification and collection of relevant information from 

the Web. Once a high-quality Web collection is built, Web content and link structure 

mining techniques are applied to extract hidden knowledge from the collection. Finally, 

to assist users in accessing and understanding the knowledge extracted from the Web, 

Web knowledge access and representation techniques are needed. 

Social/Behavioral Components Technical Components 

Web Collection Building 
- Meta-search extension of focused 
crawling  
- Genetic algorithm based focused 
crawling  

Web Knowledge Access & 
Representation 

- Web content and link structure 
visualization 

Cognitive/Behavioral Impact of Web 
Mining 
- Impact in scientific domains  
- Impact in national security domain  

Web Content & Link Analysis 
- Web content and usage mining  
- Web link mining and visualization  

Web Social/Behavioral Aspects 
- Organization resource allocation  
- Organization technical sophistication 
- Inter-organizational relationship  

The Web
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Building a highly relevant and comprehensive domain-specific Web collection is the 

first step towards Web knowledge discovery. Traditional Web mining studies have 

proposed many best-first-search-based focused crawling techniques to address the 

domain-specific Web collection building problem. However, due to some structural 

characteristics of the Web, applying best-first-search-based focused crawling algorithms 

often results in collections with low recall. Thus, investigating these issues and proposing 

effective focused crawling solutions is one of major focuses of this dissertation.  

Chapter 3 of this dissertation investigates the problems of traditional focused 

crawling techniques and proposes a new meta-search based focused crawling method to 

address the problems. In addition, the proposed method also incorporates genetic 

algorithm into focused crawling process to further improve its performance. The 

proposed method was tested in the nanoscale science and engineering domain. Results 

showed that the proposed methods performed significantly better than traditional 

methods.  

Web content and link analysis: The content and link structure of the Web represent a 

considerable amount of latent human annotation and offer us an opportunity to study 

many problems that would be hard to approach by other means. Chapter 4 of this 

dissertation investigates the applications of Web content analysis and link structure 

mining techniques to the counter-terrorism domain. By analyzing the hyperlink structures 
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and content of domestic terrorist Websites and constructing social network maps, 

important knowledge such as their inter-organizational structure and cluster affinities 

were identified. The intended contribution here is the innovative use of Web mining 

technology for social relationship analysis that leads to a new way of extracting 

social/behavioral information about organizations. 

1.2.2 Social and Behavioral Component 

One important goal of my research framework is to use Web mining technology as a new 

means to study the social interactions and behavior of Web content providers and users. 

In Chapters 5 and 6, I examined the application of Web content analysis on large 

collections of terrorist Web sites to study the resource allocation, information 

management policies, and technical sophistication of terrorist organizations. Results 

obtained from these studies provided invaluable knowledge to the terrorism research 

domain and helped experts enrich their understandings on the global terrorism 

phenomena. 

Because the knowledge extracted using the proposed Web mining framework is used 

to support users’ decision making processes, studying the behavioral and cognitive 

impact of Web mining techniques is also important. All the techniques implemented in 

the technical component have been tested in user studies or field studies with a focus on 

user perceived ease-of-use and usefulness. Feedback obtained from these studies helped 
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further improve the proposed framework. 

Although the author is accountable for more than 95% of the work reported in this 

dissertation, he acknowledges contributions from the individuals and organizations 

mentioned in the “Acknowledgements” section by using the pronoun “we” in stead of “I” 

in the following chapters. 

1.3. Domain of Study 

We chose online extremism as the domain of study for chapters 4, 5, and 6 because the 

study of online extremism is still in its early stage (Burris et al., 2000; Gustavson & 

Sherkat, 2004) and there are urgent needs for advanced Web mining techniques in this 

domain.  

 Extremism is a term used to characterize the actions or ideologies of individuals or 

groups outside the perceived political center of a society; or otherwise claimed to violate 

common standards of ethics and reciprocity. The definition of extremism is rather 

complicated because no organizations would claim themselves to be extremist 

organizations. This dissertation dose not define extremism. This dissertation adopted the 

definition of extremism from relevant publications and reports of authoritative U.S. 

government agencies and research institutes including the U.S. State department, FBI, 

and Southern Poverty Law Center (http://www.splcenter.org/). The specific authoritative 

sources used in the case studies are discussed in detail in Chapters 4, 5, and 6. 
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This dissertation dose not utilize any classified data source. All case studies 

discussed in this dissertation are based on publicly accessible information collected from 

the Web. Results obtained from the case studies are not to be used against any 

organization in prosecution or trial processes.  

1.4. Overview of Chapters 

Chapter 2 reviews relevant research in knowledge management and Web mining. Chapter 

3 examines the problems of traditional focused crawling techniques and proposes a new 

genetic algorithm base focused crawling approach to address the problems. Chapter 4 

discusses a case study which investigates the application of Web content and link 

structure mining techniques in the discovery of knowledge on covert organizations. 

Chapter 5 proposes a Webmetric based Web analysis framework and discusses a case 

study where the proposed framework is used to enable qualitative study on extremist 

organizations’ Internet presence. Chapter 6 builds upon the methodology introduced in 

Chapter 5 and discussed a large-scale empirical study on global extremist organizations’ 

Internet usage. Chapter 7 contains conclusions, contributions, and future research 

directions. References follow the last chapter. 
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW  

Knowledge is essential to the success of today’s organizations. While the Web has 

become the largest knowledge repository in the world; it also poses a tremendous 

challenge to discover and extract useful knowledge from such a large data source. Web 

mining techniques play an important role in extracting hidden knowledge from the Web. 

Understanding the nature of knowledge and relevant data/Web mining techniques 

provides helpful guidance to effective knowledge discovery on the Web. In this chapter, 

we review previous research on knowledge, data mining, and Web mining, explain their 

relevance to this research, and identify the research gaps that need to be closed. 

2.1. Knowledge and Knowledge Discovery 

Knowledge is commonly distinguished from data and information in information science 

and technology research domain (Alavi & Leidner, 2001). A hierarchical view has been 

proposed to describe the relationships between data, information, and knowledge (Aler, 

1996; Tobin, 1996; van der Spek & Spijkervet, 1997). In this view information is 

considered to be interpreted data and knowledge is considered to be information with 

instinct that can guide actions. Some other researchers believe that knowledge and 

information are interchangeable (Alavi & Leidner, 2001). Information and data become 
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knowledge when integrated into people’s mental models of the world (Alavi & Leidner, 

2001). Knowledge therefore is information that is mentally processed by people and 

becomes part of their representation of the world.  

 Several previous studies in information technology and competitive intelligence 

domain (Choo et al., 2000; Cronin 2000; Nolan, 1999) showed that knowledge discovery 

is the process of human seeking and analyzing relevant information, and eventually 

achieving a higher level of understanding, often in forms of intelligence or knowledge. 

As the largest data source what covers virtually all the topics in the world, the Web seems 

to be a perfect place to start the knowledge discovery process. However, limitations of 

human mental processing capabilities often prevent effective knowledge discovery from 

the Web. For example, when seeking knowledge in the Web, people are often 

overwhelmed by the sheer amount of data available online, a problem commonly referred 

to as “information overload”. Another example is the “language barrier” problem. Since 

the Web is a multilingual environment, effectiveness of knowledge discovery can be 

compromised when the knowledge seeker could not understand information presented in 

different languages.  

 To facilitate human analysts’ knowledge discovery from the Web, Web mining 

emerges as a growing domain since the mid 1990s (Etzioni, 1996). The next section 

reviews literature in Web mining domain. 
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2.2. Web Mining 

Web mining research can be divided into three categories: Web content mining, Web link 

structure mining, and Web usage mining (Kosala & Blockeel, 2000). Web content mining 

refers to the discovery of useful information from Web page contents, including text, 

images, audio, video, etc. Major applications of Web content mining include information 

retrieval from Web pages (Hurst, 2001), Web pages classification and clustering (Zamir 

& Etzioni, 1999; Kohonen et al., 2000), and Web resource discovery (Chakrabarti et al., 

1999; Cho et al., 1998). Web link structure mining refers to the studies on the underlying 

hyperlink structure of the Web. Information derived from Web link structure mining can 

be used to determine the quality and relevance of Web pages. Such information is often 

used in search engines to rank search results (Brin & Page, 1998; Kleinberg, 1998). Web 

usage mining focuses on analyzing Web server access logs using data mining techniques 

to discover useful patterns. These patterns can be used to develop user profiles and 

improve service quality by meeting users’ specific information needs (Armstrong et al., 

1995; Wasfi, 1999).  

2.2.1. Web Content Mining 

Web content mining is mainly based on the research in traditional information retrieval 

and text mining domains. Because the majority of documents on the Web are textual 
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documents, text mining applications such as information extraction, text classification, 

and text clustering can be applied to Web documents. Chen and Chau (2004) provided a 

very comprehensive overview on Web mining applications. In this section, we briefly 

review some of the key applications that are relevant to this research. 

2.2.1.1. Information Extraction on Web Documents 

Information extraction, in traditional text mining domain, refers to the automatic 

extraction of special information, such as name entities (e.g., people’s names, 

organization names, location, time, etc.), from textual documents. Information extraction 

techniques have been heavily studied by the text mining community, an example of such 

is the Text Retrieval Conference (TREC). When applied to Web documents, information 

extraction techniques are not only be used to extract interesting entities from body text, 

but also useful information about the Web page from the embedded HMTL tags. For 

example, extracting a set of links with a heading “links to associated originations” help us 

locate more Web sites on similar topics. Chang and Lui (2001) used a PAT tree to 

construct automatically a set of rule for information extraction from HTML tags 

embedded in Web pages. Their system, called IEPAD (Information Extraction Based on 

Pattern Discovery), were used to extract common results from multiple search engines to 

improve search quality. Wang and Hu (2002) used both decision tree and SVM (Support 

Vector Machine) to extract HTML tables from Web pages with high accuracy. Borodogna 
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and Pasi (2001) proposed a fuzzy indexing model, which extracts sections from 

structured documents such as HTML documents and XML documents. Appling 

information extraction techniques on Web documents could help information seekers 

quickly locate the piece of information that they are looking for, thus alleviating the 

problem of information overload. 

2.2.1.2. Intelligent Web Crawlers 

Web crawlers, also known as spiders, wanderers, or Webbots, are “software programs that 

traverse the World Wide Web information space by following hypertext links and 

retrieving Web documents by standard HTTP protocol” (Cheong, 1996, p.82). Web 

crawlers have been used to build the backend databases for online search engines 

(Pinkerton, 1994; Chen, 2001) and many other Web mining applications that require 

dataset. Intelligent Web crawlers rely on the guidance of graph search algorithms to 

efficiently traverse the Web space. Here, we review several major graph algorithms used 

in previous Web crawling research. 

Breadth-first search is commonly used in simple Web crawlers. As breadth-first 

search does not differentiate Web pages of different quality or different topics, it is well 

suited to build collections for general search engines. However, recent research showed 

that breadth-first search could be also used to build domain-specific collections. The 

assumption here is that if the starting URLs are relevant to the target domain, it is likely 
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that pages in the next level are also relevant to the target domain. Results from previous 

studies have shown that simple crawlers that fetch pages in a breadth-first order could 

generate domain-specific collections with reasonable quality (Najork & Wiener, 2001). 

However, the size of collections built by such simple crawlers cannot be large because 

after a large number of Web pages are fetched, breadth-first search starts to lose its focus 

and introduces a lot of noise into the final collection.  

Best-first search is currently the most popular search algorithm used in focused 

crawlers (Chakrabarti et al., 1999a; McCallum et al., 1999; Kluev, 2000; Flake et al., 

2000; Bergmark, 2002a). In best-first search, URLs are not simply visited in the order 

they are discovered; instead, some heuristics (usually results from Web analysis 

algorithms) are used to rank the URLs in the crawling queue and those that are 

considered more promising to point to relevant pages are visited first. Non-promising 

URLs are put to the back of the queue where they rarely get a chance to be visited. 

Clearly, best-first search has advantages over breadth-first search because it probes only 

in directions where relevant pages locate and avoids visiting irrelevant pages. However, 

best-first search also has its cons. In Bergmark (2002b), it has been pointed out that, 

using best-first search, the crawlers miss many relevant pages and result in a low recall of 

the final collection, because best-first search is a Local Search Algorithm. By local search 

algorithm, we mean that best-first search can only traverse the search space by probing 
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neighbors of the nodes previously visited.  Its limitations as a Web search algorithm and 

potential solutions will be discussed in Chapter 2. 

In addition to the most popular Web search algorithms, previous studies also 

introduced some more advanced search algorithms into the focused crawling domain. 

Chau and Chen (2003) used a parallel search algorithm called Spreading Activation 

Algorithm in building domain-specific collections. In their algorithm, the Web is viewed 

as a Hopfield Net that is a single-layered, weighted neural network. Nodes (Web pages) 

are visited in parallel and activation relevance judgments from different sources are 

combined for each individual node until the relevance scores of nodes on the network 

reach a stable state (convergence). The advantage of this search algorithm is that 

content-based and link-based Web analysis algorithms can be effectively combined to 

avoid many shortcomings of using either one of them alone. Experiment results showed 

that crawlers using spreading activation algorithm could build domain-specific 

collections with higher precision and recall than crawlers using breadth-first search or 

best-first search algorithms. However, as the spreading activation algorithm is also a local 

search algorithm, it shares the limitations of other local search algorithms.  

2.2.2. Web Link Structure Mining 

Web link structure mining has been widely used to derive important information about 

Web pages. In-links and out-links are often analyzed in Web link structure mining. For 
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example, when there is a direct link from page A to page B, it often means that the author 

of page A recommends page B because of its relevant contents. Moreover, similarly to 

citation analysis in which frequently cited articles are considered to be more important, 

Web pages with more incoming links are often considered to be better than those with 

fewer incoming links. Co-citation is another concept borrowed from the citation analysis 

field that has been used in link-based analysis algorithms. Web pages are co-cited when 

they are linked to by the same set of parent Web pages and heavily co-cited pages are 

often relevant to the same topic. Co-citation is particularly helpful in finding relevant 

pages in some domains where pages with similar contents avoid linking to each other 

(e.g., commercial domains where providers of similar online contents are competitors). 

Researchers have developed many algorithms to judge the relevance and quality of 

Web pages using the criteria mentioned above. Among them, PageRank and HITS are the 

two most popular ones. 

The PageRank algorithm is computed by weighting each incoming-link to a page 

proportionally to the quality of the page containing that incoming-link (Cho et al., 1998). 

The quality of these referring pages is also determined by PageRank, thus, the PageRank 

of a page p is calculated recursively as follows:  

 PageRank(p) =  ∑×+−

pto
linkingqall qc

qPageRankdd
)(

)(1  

where  d is a damping factor between 0 and 1. 
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c(q) is the number of out-going links in q. 

PageRank, used in the commercial search engine Google (Brin & Page, 1998) and a 

focused crawler (Cho et al., 1998), has been shown to be an effective way to determine 

the relevance of Web pages. However, the PageRank algorithm is computationally 

expensive, which limits its use in focused crawling where efficiency is an important 

issue. 

HITS (Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search), proposed by Kleinberg (1998), is another 

widely used link-based Web analysis algorithm which is similar to PageRank. In HITS, 

two types of Web pages are considered to be good: authoritative pages and hub pages. 

Authoritative pages are those high-quality pages with contents relevant to the target 

domain. Hub pages are those that do not necessarily contain relevant contents themselves 

but link to many other authoritative pages. Intuitively, a good authoritative page is one 

with many good hub pages linking to it; and a good hub page is one that links to many 

good authoritative pages. Based on this mutual reinforcement relationship between 

authoritative and hub pages, two scores for each Web page, an authority score and a hub 

score, are calculated in HITS. They are calculated as follows: 

 AuthorityScore(p) =  ( )∑
pto

linkingqall
qHubScore )(  

 HubScore(p) =  ( )∑
pfrom

linkingrall
rcoreAuthorityS )(  
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HITS algorithm has been tested in the CLEVER search engine (Chakrabarti et al., 1999b) 

and achieved a higher user evaluation than the Yahoo! directory. HITS also has been used 

in (Bharat & Henzinger, 1998) to achieve promising results. However, similarly to 

PageRank, the high computational complexity is a major problem. 

2.2.3. Web Usage Mining 

User Web usage is often captured by Web servers, proxy servers, or client applications. 

By analyzing Web usage logs, we can derive useful information such as a Web server’s 

usage characteristics and Web users’ preferences. Such information can be used to 

evaluate Web service, improve Web service quality, generate user profiles, and support 

decision making (Chen & Cooper, 2001). For example, Yan et al. (1996) proposed a 

clustering approach to extract identify Web users who share similar interests from Web 

access logs. Buchner and Mulvenna (1998) proposed a framework to mine market 

intelligence from e-Commerce Web site logs. 

 Another application of Web usage mining is to provide personalized information and 

service to Web users. For example, the WebWatcher (Armstrong et al., 1995) system, the 

links that a specific user visits are recorded and analyzed to discover the type of 

information that the user prefers. This information is then used to provide the user with 

customized information targeting at her specific needs. 
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2.3. Summary of Literature Review 

In this chapter, we have reviewed relevant research on knowledge and knowledge 

discovery, as well as Web mining. As the Web becomes the largest data source in the 

world, problems such as information overload and language barriers will pose serious 

challenges for human information seekers to effectively extract knowledge from the Web. 

Various information retrieval and text mining techniques have been applied to analyze 

Web data to help alleviate some of these problems. However, these traditional techniques 

each have their own shortcomings, limiting their results. Moreover, the social and 

behavioral aspects of the Web have been largely overlooked by the more 

technical-oriented Web mining community.  From the review, we believe that Web 

mining holds great potential of supporting better knowledge discovery on the Web. An 

integrated Web mining framework for knowledge discovery deserves further researching. 
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CHAPTER 3. BUILDING HIGH QUALITY DOMAIN SPECIFIC WEB 

COLLECTION USING GENETIC ALGORITHM 

3.1. Introduction 

Building a domain-specific Web collection using focused crawlers (Chakrabarti et al., 

1999a) is the first step in most Web mining applications. Focused crawlers are designed 

to selectively collect Web documents relevant to particular domains. Such 

domain-specific Web collections serve as the cornerstone of the Web mining process and 

their quality could greatly affect the overall performance of Web mining applications. To 

ensure the quality of the collection, focused crawlers must have the ability to “predict” 

whether or not a target URL is pointing to a relevant and high-quality Web page before 

actually fetching the page. In addition, focused crawlers visit URLs in an optimal order 

such that URLs pointing to relevant and high-quality Web pages are visited first, and 

URLs that point to low-quality or irrelevant pages are never visited. 

There has been much research on algorithms designed to determine the quality of 

Web pages and the optimal order in which Web pages are visited and some encouraging 

results were obtained. However, as more and more knowledge on the structure of the Web 

has been gained through Web structural studies, several problems in traditional focused 
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crawler designs were revealed and these problems could result in domain-specific 

collections of low quality. In this research, we studied some major problems in traditional 

focused crawler design, especially the problems caused by using local Web search 

algorithms. We also proposed a new focused crawler design to address the above 

problems. 

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.2 reviews related research, 

including different Web analysis and search algorithms used in focused crawlers and their 

limitations. Section 3.3 describes our research questions. Section 3.4 describes our 

proposed domain-specific collection building approach. In section 3.5, we discuss 

evaluation methodology and provide experimental results. In Section 3.6 concludes this 

chapter with conclusions and suggests future research directions. 

3.2. Related Work 

The performance of a focused crawler is mainly decided by two types of algorithms. Web 

analysis algorithms are used to judge the relevance and quality of the Web pages pointed 

to by target URLs and Web search algorithms determine the optimal order in which the 

target URLs are visited. Many different approaches have been proposed in previous 

studies. 
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3.2.1. Web Analysis Algorithms 

There has been much research on different ways of judging Web pages’ relevance and 

quality. They can be categorized into two major types: Content-based Analysis and 

Link-based Analysis. In this section, we summarize the two approaches. 

3.2.2.1. Content-based Analysis Algorithms 

The actual HTML content of a Webpage can provide useful information about the page. 

For example, words in the title of a Web page are usually good indications of the topic of 

the page. Also, key words or key phrases in the body text of a Web page can be extracted 

using document indexing techniques to represent the main topic of the page. 

The URL address of a Web page can also provide information about its topic. For 

example, if an address is “http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/LungCancer/”, 

we can tell that the Web page is very likely to be relevant to the topic “lung cancer”. 

Domain knowledge can also be used in content-based analysis. For example, Web 

pages can be checked against a list of domain-specific terminologies. Pages containing 

words that can be found in the list can be considered more relevant. Web pages can also 

be compared to Standard Documents that are already known to be relevant to the target 

domain using the Vector Space Model (Salton, 1989). Standard documents may be 

relevant Web pages defined by domain experts or a lexicon containing domain-specific 
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terminologies. The more a page is similar to the standard documents, the more relevant to 

the target domain it is considered. The Vector Space Model method has been used in 

many existing focused crawlers (McCallum et al., 1999; Kluev, 2000; Bergmark, 2002a). 

Content-based Web analysis has been shown to be effective in differentiating 

relevant Web pages from irrelevant ones. However, there is one type of relevant pages 

which are often missed by content-based analysis algorithms, the hub pages. Hub pages 

contain hyperlinks pointing to other relevant and high-quality pages, but they do not 

necessarily contain high-quality contents themselves. In order to find more relevant pages, 

it is important for focused crawlers to visit good hub pages. However, focused crawlers 

using content-based Web analysis algorithms often judge hub pages to be irrelevant and 

ignore them in the crawling process.  

3.2.2.2. Link-based Analysis Algorithms 

Previous studies have shown that the link structure of the Web represents a considerable 

amount of latent human annotation and offers some important information for analyzing 

the relevance and quality of Web pages (Gibson et al., 1998). For example, when there is 

a direct link from page A to page B, it often means that the author of page A recommends 

page B because of its relevant contents. Moreover, similarly to citation analysis in which 

frequently cited articles are considered to be more important, Web pages with more 
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incoming links are often considered to be better than those with fewer incoming links. 

Co-citation is another concept borrowed from the citation analysis field that has been 

used in link-based analysis algorithms. Web pages are co-cited when they are linked to by 

the same set of parent Web pages and heavily co-cited pages are often relevant to the 

same topic. Co-citation is particularly helpful in finding relevant pages in some domains 

where pages with similar contents avoid linking to each other (e.g., commercial domains 

where providers of similar online contents are competitors). 

Researchers have developed many algorithms to judge the relevance and quality of 

Web pages using the criteria mentioned above. Among them, PageRank and HITS are the 

two most popular ones. 

The PageRank algorithm is computed by weighting each incoming-link to a page 

proportionally to the quality of the page containing that incoming-link (Cho et al., 1998). 

The quality of these referring pages is also determined by PageRank. Thus, the PageRank 

of a page p is calculated recursively as follows:  

 PageRank(p) =  ∑×+−

pto
linkingqall qc

qPageRankdd
)(

)(1  

where  d is a damping factor between 0 and 1. 

c(q) is the number of out-going links in q. 

PageRank, used in the commercial search engine Google (Brin & Page, 1998) and a 

focused crawler (Cho et al., 1998), has been shown to be an effective way to determine 
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the relevance of Web pages. However, the PageRank algorithm is computationally 

expensive, which limits its use in focused crawling where efficiency is an important 

issue. 

HITS (Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search), proposed by Kleinberg (1998), is another 

widely used link-based Web analysis algorithm which is similar to PageRank. In HITS, 

two types of Web pages are considered to be good: authoritative pages and hub pages. 

Authoritative pages are those high-quality pages with contents relevant to the target 

domain. Hub pages are those that do not necessarily contain relevant contents themselves 

but link to many other authoritative pages. Intuitively, a good authoritative page is one 

with many good hub pages linking to it; and a good hub page is one that links to many 

good authoritative pages. Based on this mutual reinforcement relationship between 

authoritative and hub pages, two scores for each Web page, an authority score and a hub 

score, are calculated in HITS. They are calculated as follows: 

 AuthorityScore(p) =  ( )∑
pto

linkingqall
qHubScore )(  

 HubScore(p) =  ( )∑
pfrom

linkingrall
rcoreAuthorityS )(  

HITS algorithm has been tested in the CLEVER search engine (Chakrabarti et al., 1999b) 

and achieved a higher user evaluation than the Yahoo! directory. HITS also has been used 

in (Bharat & Henzinger, 1998) to achieve promising results. However, similarly to 
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PageRank, the high computational complexity is a major problem. 

Although using link-based algorithms such as HITS can alleviate the problem of 

missing hub pages, link-based Web analysis algorithms also have their own challenges. 

Besides their high computational complexity, link-based analysis algorithms could cause 

the problem of topic drifting (Chakrabarti, 1998), in which irrelevant pages are fetched 

when they are linked with some good hub pages. For example, a famous chemist’s 

homepage is usually a good hub page linking to many chemistry-related authoritative 

pages. However, the chemist may also put hyperlinks relevant to his hobbies into his 

homepage, which should not be visited when building a chemistry-related collection. 

Pure Link-based Web analysis algorithms often fail to eliminate irrelevant hyperlinks in 

good hub pages and introduce noise into the collection. 

Because both content-based and link-based Web analysis algorithms have their own 

shortcomings, using either of them alone in focused crawling may result in low 

effectiveness. As pointed out by Chau & Chen (2003), effectively combining 

content-based and link-based Web analysis is an important and challenging problem that 

must be considered when trying to build a focused crawler. 

3.2.2. Web Search Algorithms 

Web search algorithms are used in focused crawlers to determine an optimal order in 

which the URLs are visited. Many different search algorithms have been tested in 
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focused crawling. Among them, Breadth-first Search and Best-first Search are the two 

most popular ones. Some other more advanced search algorithms, such as Spreading 

Activation (Chau & Chen, 2003) and Genetic Algorithm (Chen et al., 1998), have also 

been proposed in Web searching. 

Breadth-first search is one of the simplest search algorithms used in Web crawling. It 

does not utilize heuristics in deciding which URL to visit next. All URLs in the current 

level will be visited in the order they are discovered before URLs in the next level are 

visited. As breadth-first search does not differentiate Web pages of different quality or 

different topics, it is well suited to build collections for general search engines. However, 

recent research showed that breadth-first search could be also used to build 

domain-specific collections. The assumption here is that if the starting URLs are relevant 

to the target domain, it is likely that pages in the next level are also relevant to the target 

domain. Results from previous studies have shown that simple crawlers that fetch pages 

in a breadth-first order could generate domain-specific collections with reasonable quality 

(Najork & Wiener, 2001). However, the size of collections built by such simple crawlers 

cannot be large because after a large number of Web pages are fetched, breadth-first 

search starts to lose its focus and introduces a lot of noise into the final collection. Other 

researchers have tried to use breadth-first search and Web analysis algorithms together in 

focused crawling (Flake et al., 2000). In their approach, Web pages are first fetched in a 
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breadth-first order, and then irrelevant pages are filtered from the collection using a Web 

analysis algorithm. Compared to using breadth-first search alone, this combined method 

can build much larger domain-specific collections with much less noise. However, since a 

lot of irrelevant pages are fetched and processed by Web analysis algorithms during the 

crawling process, this method suffers from low efficiency. 

Best-first search is currently the most popular search algorithm used in focused 

crawlers (Chakrabarti et al., 1999a; McCallum et al., 1999; Kluev, 2000; Flake et al., 

2000; Bergmark, 2002a). In best-first search, URLs are not simply visited in the order 

they are discovered; instead, some heuristics (usually results from Web analysis 

algorithms) are used to rank the URLs in the crawling queue and those that are 

considered more promising to point to relevant pages are visited first. Non-promising 

URLs are put to the back of the queue where they rarely get a chance to be visited. 

Clearly, best-first search has advantages over breadth-first search because it probes only 

in directions where relevant pages locate and avoids visiting irrelevant pages. However, 

best-first search also has problems. In Bergmark (2002b), it has been pointed out that, 

using best-first search, the crawlers could miss many relevant pages and result in low 

recall of the final collection, because best-first search is a Local Search Algorithm. By 

local search algorithm, we mean that best-first search can only traverse the search space 

by probing neighbors of the nodes previously visited.  Its limitations as a Web search 
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algorithm and potential solutions will be discussed in a later section. 

In addition to the most popular Web search algorithms, previous studies also 

introduced some more advanced search algorithms into the focused crawling domain. 

Chau and Chen (2003) used a parallel search algorithm called Spreading Activation 

Algorithm in building domain-specific collections. In their algorithm, the Web is viewed 

as a Hopfield Net that is a single-layered, weighted neural network. Nodes (Web pages) 

are visited in parallel and activation relevance judgments from different sources are 

combined for each individual node until the relevance scores of nodes on the network 

reach a stable state (convergence). The advantage of this search algorithm is that 

content-based and link-based Web analysis algorithms can be effectively combined to 

avoid many shortcomings of using either one of them alone. Experiment results showed 

that crawlers using spreading activation algorithm can build domain-specific collections 

with higher precision and recall than crawlers using breadth-first search or best-first 

search algorithms. However, as spreading activation algorithm is also a local search 

algorithm, it shares the limitations of other local search algorithms. 

3.2.3. Focused Crawling: Challenges and Opportunities 

As reviewed above, most existing focused crawlers use local search algorithms in Web 

searching which could result in low recall of the collections because of some unique 

structural characteristics of the Web. While most previous research has focused on testing 
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and improving the performance of different Web analysis algorithms, the problems 

caused by local search have been largely overlooked. 

Local search algorithms are algorithms that traverse the search space by visiting the 

neighbors of previously visited nodes. Using such local search algorithms, a focused 

crawler will miss a relevant page if there is not a chain of hyperlinks that connects one of 

the starting pages to that relevant page. Furthermore, unless the hyperlinks on the chain 

all point to relevant pages, the crawler will give up searching in this direction before it 

reaches the final target. Because of this limitation, crawlers using local search algorithms 

can only find relevant pages within a limited sub-graph of the Web that surrounds the 

starting URLs and any relevant pages outside this sub-graph will be ignored, a problem 

usually referred to as being trapped with local optimal.  

3.2.3.1 Shortcomings of Local Search Algorithms 

The shortcomings of using local search algorithms became even more obvious after 

recent Web structural studies revealed the existence of Web communities (Kleinberg, 

1998; Gibson et al., 1998; Dean & Henzinger, 1999; Toyoda & Kitsuregawa, 2001). 

Recently, researchers found that Web pages are naturally organized into different groups 

by special hyperlink structures. Inside such groups, called Web communities, the member 

pages are all relevant to the same topic of interest. To perform focused crawling is like to 
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fetch all and only those Web pages that belong to relevant Web communities. However, 

researchers have found that three structural properties of Web communities make local 

search algorithms not suitable for focused crawlers. 

First, researchers found that, instead of directly linking to each other, many pages in 

the same Web community relate to each other through co-citation relationships (Dean & 

Henzinger, 1999; Toyoda & Kitsuregawa, 2001). This is particularly true in the 

commercial domains where competition is involved. For example, major news agency 

Websites all provide similar types of information, but they never include hyperlinks 

pointing to each other. In this case, focused crawlers could miss some relevant pages even 

though they are in the same relevant Web community as the starting URLs.  

 

 

Figure 3.1: Relevant pages with co-citation relationships missed by focused crawlers 

Figure 3.1 illustrates the problem described above. As shown in the figure, starting 

with relevant page, P1, a focused crawler is supposed to fetch all the pages in relevant 

Web community, C1. However, because relevant pages P5 and P6 are related to P1 

through co-citation relationships, these two relevant pages, and all the relevant pages 
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linked to by them, would be missed by the focused crawler. 

Second, Web pages relevant to the same domain could be separated into different 

Web communities by irrelevant pages. Through a study of 500,000 Web pages, Bergmark 

(2002b) found that most pages that are relevant to the same target domain are separated 

from at least 1, to up to 12, irrelevant pages. The frequency of irrelevant pages between 

two relevant ones commonly is 5. Kumar et al. (1999a; 1999b) reported that they 

identified more than 100,000 distinct Web communities from a large snapshot of the Web, 

many of them relevant to similar topics. Because focused crawlers using local search 

algorithms will give up searching when they encounter irrelevant pages, they will not be 

able to explore and relevant Web communities which are separated from the initial 

communities containing the starting URLs. This problem is illustrated in Figure 3.2. 

Third, researchers found that sometimes some links can be between Web pages 

belonging to two relevant Web communities, but these links usually all point from the 

pages of one community to those of the other, with none of them pointing in the reverse 

direction (Toyoda & Kitsuregawa, 2001). For example, consider two Web communities, F 

and T, which are relevant to basketball games, community F contains basketball fan club 

pages and community T contains basketball team official Web pages. Intuitively, pages in 

F will contain links pointing to pages in both F and T. However, pages in T may only 

contain links pointing to other pages in T, but no links pointing to pages in F. In this case, 
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if the starting URL was in F, then relevant pages in T could still be fetched by a focused 

crawler using local search algorithms. But if the starting URL was in T, then relevant 

pages in F would be missed.  

 

 

Figure 3.2: A focused crawler trapped within the initial community 

Figure 3.2 illustrates the problems described above. Consider 3 relevant Web 

communities, C1, C2, and C3. C2 is separated from C1 by some irrelevant pages. There 

are some hyperlinks pointing from C3 to C1, with no hyperlinks in the opposite direction. 

The starting URL locates in C1. In this scenario, a focused crawler that starts its 

searching in C1 would miss all the relevant pages in C2 because it cannot follow a path 

with irrelevant pages; it would also miss relevant pages in C3 because, even though C3 

and C1 are connected, there is not links pointing from C1 to C3. 

3.2.3.2 Potential Solutions 

As most previous focused crawling studies used local search algorithms, researchers have 

suggested several strategies to alleviate the problems of local search.  
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One of the simplest strategies is to use more starting URLs. The assumption here is 

that the more starting URLs one uses in the crawling process, the more comprehensive 

the final collection will be. However, composing a list of high-quality starting URLs is an 

expensive and time-consuming task. Also, considering the tremendous size of the Web, 

the effect of increasing the number of starting URLs could be very limited.  

Bergmark (2002b) proposed to use Tunneling technique to address the problems of 

local search. Tunneling is a heuristic-based method that solves simple global optimization 

problem. In the focused crawling scenario, a focused crawler using Tunneling will not 

give up probing a direction immediately after it encounters an irrelevant page, in stead, it 

continues searching in that direction for a pre-set number of steps. This way allows the 

focused crawlers to travel from one relevant Web community to another when the gap 

(number of irrelevant pages) between them is within a limit. Experiment results showed 

that focused crawlers using Tunneling can find more relevant pages than those without 

Tunneling. However, this method cannot completely solve the problem as it does not 

change the local search nature of focused crawling. Furthermore, Tunneling may 

introduce noise into the collection and lower efficiency by forcing the crawler to visit 

irrelevant pages.  

Outside the focused crawling domain, some research has provided insights into 

addressing the problems caused by local search. In their famous study on the size of the 
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Web, Lawrence and Giles (1998) found that the overlap between the search indexes of 

major search engines is actually very small and the combined top results from multiple 

search engines have high coverage over the Web. They suggested that anyone seeking 

comprehensive and diverse information about a topic should meta-search multiple search 

engines and get the combined top results. Although it has not been tested in building 

domain-specific collections, we believe that meta-searching multiple search engines 

could be integrated into focused crawling as a potential solution to the problems caused 

by local search.  

Global search algorithms such as Genetic Algorithm and Simulated Annealing are 

also promising potential solutions. Simulated Annealing algorithm is based on the 

analogy between the simulation of annealing of solids and the problem of solving large 

combinatorial problems. This algorithm has been tested as a Web search algorithm in 

Yang et al. (2000) but the authors found that the Simulated Annealing algorithm did not 

perform significantly better than best-first search.  

Based on the principle of evolution and heredity, Genetic Algorithm has long been 

known for its ability to traverse very large search spaces efficiently and find approximate 

global optimal solutions instead of local optimal solutions. With these abilities, GA seems 

to be a good choice to replace traditional local search algorithms. Chen et al. (1998) 

experimented with using Genetic Algorithm to build a personal search agent. Their results 
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showed that Genetic Algorithm can effectively prevent the search agent from being 

trapped with local optimal and significantly improve the quality of the search results. As 

a personal search agent shares many common features with a focused crawler, we believe 

that Genetic Algorithm could also be used in focused crawlers to improve the collection 

quality. 

3.3. Research Questions 

As mentioned above, most existing focused crawling techniques adopted local search 

algorithms such as best-first search and have difficulty exploring relevant Web 

communities. Several methods have been suggested to alleviate the problem of local 

search to some extent, but they have not fully addressed the problem. A promising 

algorithm to address the problem, Genetic Algorithm, has not been used in focused 

crawlers before. Thus, in this study, we pose the following research question: 

 How can Genetic Algorithm be used in focused crawling to build domain-specific 

collections with higher quality, in terms of precision and recall, when compared 

with crawling techniques using local search algorithms? 

The remainder of this chapter presents our work in studying this question.  

3.4. Proposed Approach 

We propose to integrate Genetic Algorithm with Web analysis algorithms to build 
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domain-specific collections. Genetic Algorithms are problem-solving systems based on 

the principles of evolution and heredity (Michalewicz, 1992). Genetic Algorithms 

perform a stochastic evolution process toward global optimization through the use of 

selection, cross-over, and mutation operators. The search space of the problem is 

represented as a set of chromosomes which are strings of 0s and 1s. The quality of each 

chromosome is measured by a fitness value. After initialization, each generation produces 

children based on genetic selection, cross-over, and mutation operations. The process 

terminates when the fitness improvement between generations is smaller than a threshold 

value. As it is hard to represent Web pages in bit strings and conventional genetic 

operators cannot directly be applied in the Web context, we designed our crawler based 

on the design of Chen et al. (1998) and the general idea of Genetic Algorithm. A sketch of 

the Genetic Algorithm adopted for focused crawling is presented below: 

1. Initialization. In this step, several initial parameters of running a Genetic 

Algorithm, such as generation size, mutation rate and cross-over rate, need to be set. 

Starting URLs and a domain-specific lexicon are also input. After all initial parameters 

are set; the Web pages pointed to by the starting URLs are fetched back by the crawler 

and saved in a set called Current Generation.  

2. Selection Based on Content-based Web Analysis. Jaccard’s similarity function, one 

of the most widely used content-based analysis algorithms, was adopted as the fitness 
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function of our Genetic Algorithm crawler. The procedure of calculating the fitness 

values of the Web pages using the Jaccard’s function is described below: 

For a given page in the current generation, terms are identified using a document 

indexing tool developed by our team. Term Frequency (tf) and Document Frequency (df) 

are then computed. Term frequency, tfij, represents the number of occurrences of term j in 

Web page i. Document frequency, dfj, represents the number of Web pages in a collection 

of N pages in which term j occurs. Then the combined weight of term j in Web page i, dij, 

is computed as follows: 
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where wj represents the number of words in term j. 

     N represents the total number of Web pages the crawler fetched.  

Representing the Web pages and the domain-specific lexicon as the weighted vector 

of terms, the Jaccard’s score (fitness value) between a Web page P and the lexicon L is 

computed as follows: 
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where M is the total number of terms.  

The higher the fitness value of a Web page is, the more similar the page is to the 
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domain lexicon, and in turn, the more likely it is relevant to the target domain. After the 

fitness values of all page in the current generation are calculated, those pages with higher 

fitness values are stochastically selected by a random number generator based on an 

“elicit selection” procedure (Michalewicz, 1992). A larger fitness value will give a page 

more likelihood to “survive” this selection procedure. After the selection, the survived 

pages are stored into local page repositories and the rest of the pages are discarded as 

irrelevant.  

3. Cross-over Based on Link-based Web Analysis. All out-going URLs in the 

survived pages are extracted and then a cross-over operation is perform to select the most 

promising URLs based on a simple link-based Web analysis algorithm. For each 

out-going URL, u, a cross-over score is calculated as follows: 
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Then URLs are ranked based on their cross-over scores and put into the crawling 

queue. Similar to the PageRank algorithm, our cross-over operation favors URLs that 

have been cited by more high-quality pages, but is much less computationally expensive. 

In general, the cross-over operator supports exploitation of promising local links and is 

similar to the best-first search process.    

4. Mutation Based on Meta-search. In order to give our crawler the ability to explore 
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multiple relevant Web communities comprehensively, we adopted a mutation operation 

based on meta-search techniques. A random number (1 to 3 in our implementation) of 

domain-specific terms are selected from the domain lexicon. The terms are then used as 

queries to meta-search multiple major search engines. Top results from the search engines 

are combined and put into the crawling queue. Unlike the cross-over operation which 

adds the most promising local URLs into the collection, the mutation operation, tries to 

obtain diverse relevant URLs globally from the whole search space, and the mutation 

operation can do so without being limited by the boundaries between relevant Web 

communities since it does not have to follow hyperlinks to find relevant pages.  

5. Convergence. The steps 2 ~ 4 are repeated until the number of Web pages in the 

local repository reaches a pre-set limit or the fitness values of all the pages in a 

generation are lower than a threshold value.  

Figure 3.3 summarizes the design of our Genetic Algorithm crawler. 
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Figure 3.3: Design of the Genetic Algorithm Crawler 

Unlike the traditional focused crawlers using local search algorithms, the proposed 

approach uses the mutation operator to traverse the Web search space globally. Given the 

fact that the search indexes of different major search engines have little overlap and their 

combination covers a very large portion of the Web, it is highly likely that the mutation 

operator adds diverse URLs from many different relevant Web communities. Furthermore, 

as major search engines often include highly co-cited URLs in their search results, the 

mutation operator can make the exploration of individual relevant communities more 

comprehensive by adding those co-cited URLs into the collection. 
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Compared to such a previously suggested approach as using more starting URLs, the 

proposed Genetic Algorithm approach has advantages. In the proposed approach, only a 

list of domain-specific queries is required; this is much easier to compose than a list of 

high-quality starting URLs. Furthermore, the list of domain-specific queries can be 

updated by adding frequently used queries found in the domain-specific search engine’s 

search log. This will not only make the collection building process easier but also allow 

the final collection to address the users’ information needs more effectively.  

The proposed approach also shows advantages over the Tunneling technique. 

Tunneling technique extends the reach of focused crawlers without changing their local 

search nature. Tunneling also introduce noise into the collection by forcing the focused 

crawlers to visit irrelevant pages. Being a global search algorithm, Genetic Algorithm 

allows the proposed crawler to find new relevant Web communities without any distance 

limit and it does not introduce noise into the collection. 

3.5. Benchmarking Experiments and User Study 

Two benchmarking experiments and a user study experiment were conducted to examine 

the effectiveness of our proposed crawling approach. We implemented a Genetic 

Algorithm crawler based on our proposed design and a traditional best-first search 

crawler as a benchmark. In our first benchmarking experiment, we compared the 

precision and recall of two collections, one built by the Genetic Algorithm crawler and 
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the other built by the traditional best-first search crawler. In addition to this experiment, 

we also conducted a user evaluation experiment in which domain experts judge and 

compare the quality of the search results from the two collections. To gain further insight 

into how the Genetic Algorithm could improve the focused crawler’s ability to explore 

relevant Web communities, we conducted a third experiment in which the number and 

completeness of relevant Web communities traversed by the Genetic Algorithm crawler 

during the crawling process were compared to those of Web communities traversed by 

the traditional best-first search crawler.  

We chose the Nanoscale Science and Engineering (NSE) as our experimental domain. 

The speed and scope of NSE development make it urgent for researchers to get timely 

and high-quality nano-related information from a domain-specific search engine. The 

NES domain also encompasses a diversity of research perspectives and application areas 

such as nanoscale physics, nanoscale medicine, and nanoscale electronics, which makes 

comprehensiveness a very important issue in building such a NSE domain-specific search 

engine. It is an ideal domain for testing our proposed Genetic Algorithm crawling 

approach.  

Based on our research questions, we aimed to test the following: 

In terms of the quality of collections built by the Genetic Algorithm crawler and the 

best-first search crawler:  
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 H1a: The collection built by the Genetic Algorithm crawler has higher precision 

and recall than those of the best-first search crawler. 

 H1b: The results from the Genetic Algorithm collection will be judged by domain 

experts as more relevant to the NSE domain than those from the best-first search 

collection. 

In terms of the ability to explore relevant Web communities: 

 H2a: When crawling the Web, the Genetic Algorithm crawler can find more 

relevant Web communities than the best-first search crawler does. 

 H2b: The Genetic Algorithm crawler can explore a Web community more 

comprehensively (find more relevant Websites in the community) than the 

best-first search crawler.  

3.5.1. Benchmarking Experiment 1 

3.5.1.1. Experiment Design 

In our first benchmarking experiment, each of the two crawlers was executed to perform 

a crawling on the Web using the same set of starting URLs. Both crawlers used the same 

expert-composed domain-specific lexicon to perform content-based analysis. The Genetic 

Algorithm crawler used a set of 387 nanotechnology-related queries (defined by domain 

experts) to perform mutation operation. The two crawlers were set to fetch the same 
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number of Web pages (100,000), but due to the limitation of the real-time control 

mechanism, the real numbers of pages in the final collections are slightly different 

(100,034 pages in the final Genetic Algorithm collection and 100,028 in the final 

best-first search collection). In the final Genetic Algorithm collection, around 1/3 of the 

pages were obtained through mutation operation. 

To compare the performances of the crawlers, we needed to determine the quality of 

each Web page in the collections. We used the notion of Good Pages, which had been 

used in Chau & Chen (2003) to measure a Web page’s relevance to the target domain. We 

defined a Web page as a Good Page if its Jaccard’s score was larger than a threshold 

value. In a previous experiment, a set of randomly-selected Web pages were classified by 

this method, and the error rate of this simple classification method was less than 5% for 

the NSE domain. 

Using the notion of Good Pages, the measures used to compare the two crawlers 

were defined as: 

Precision =  

 

Recall = 

 

Similarly to Chau & Chen (2003), since the size of the two collections was set to be 

Collection in the Pages ofNumber  Total
Collection in the Pages Good ofNumber 

sCollection Two in the Pages Good  UniqueofNumber  Total
Collection in the Pages Good ofNumber 
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the same, the precision and recall were directly proportional.  

3.5.1.2. Experiment Results and Discussion 

Tables 3.1.a and 3.1.b summarize the results of our first benchmarking experiment. The 

Genetic Algorithm crawler had a precision and recall of 39.67% and 68.22% respectively, 

compared with 31.52% and 54.20% by the best-first search crawler. 

 

Table 3.1.a: Summary of the First Benchmarking Experiment Results 
  Total # of 

Pages 
Total # of Good 
Pages 

Total # of unique Good Page 
in Both Collection  

Precision Recall 

GA Collection 100,034 39,684 39.67% 68.22% 

Best-first Search 
Collection 

100,028 31,527 

 
58,165 31.52% 54.20% 

 
Table 3.1.b: First Benchmarking Experiment t-test Results 

  p-Value 

Precision (GA v.s. Best-first Search) <0.0001* 

Recall (GA v.s. Best-first Search) <0.0001* 

 

The t-test results show that the precision and recall of the Genetic Algorithm 

collection were significantly better than those of the best-first search collection and H1a 

was supported. 
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3.5.2. User Evaluation Experiment 

3.5.2.1. Experiment Design 

In addition to the first benchmarking experiment, in which Web pages were classified by 

an automatic classification method, we also conducted a user evaluation study to let 

domain experts examine the quality of the two collections. In this user evaluation 

experiment, we adopted a standard Multi-grade Relevance Evaluation method which has 

been widely used in similar previous studies (Chakrabarti, 1998; Eguchi et al., 2002; 

Kando, 2000; Chau & Chen, 2003). Two senior Ph.D. candidates with NSE-related 

training were recruited as our domain experts and each of them provided five 

NSE-related queries of interest to them. The top 10 results for these 10 queries were 

retrieved from the two collections using the same retrieval procedure. Then experts were 

asked to give each of the result pages a relevance assessment score in the range of 1 to 4, 

where 4 meant most relevant. Then the average relevance score of the results from the 

Genetic Algorithm collection was compared with that of the results from the best-first 

search collection. 

3.5.2.2. Experiment Results and Discussion 

Tables 3.2.a and 3.2.b summarize the results of our user evaluation study. The t-test 

results show that the experts gave significantly higher relevance assessments to the 
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results from the Genetic Algorithm collection than they did to the results from the 

best-first search collection and H1b was supported.  

Table 3.2.a: Relevance Scores of the Results from Different Collections 
                                       Queries 
Collections 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10

GA Average Relevance Scores 2.7 2.5 2.9 2.5 2.5 2.9 2.1 3.3 3.2 3.5

BFS Average Relevance Scores 2.8 2.4 2.9 2.5 2.6 2.9 2.0 2.2 2.5 2.6

 
Table 3.2.b: t-Test Results of the User Evaluation 
  Best-first GA 

Mean  2.54 2.81 

Variance 0.614545 0.498889 

Observations 100 100 

Hypothesized Mean Difference 0   

p-Value  0.003324*   

  

Among the total 100 results from the Genetic Algorithm collection, 23 were obtained 

through mutation operation and these achieved significantly higher (p-value = 

0.000165**) relevance scores (average 3.23) than the rest of the results did (average 

2.53). However, the URLs from mutation did not even appear in the results of all the 

queries, instead, most (15 out of 23) of the URLs from mutation appeared in the results of 

3 queries while only 8 appeared in the results of the other seven queries. As a result, the 

results of the three queries in which most URLs from mutation appeared got significantly 

higher (p-value < 0.0001) average relevance scores than the results of the other seven 

queries did. In general, the results of the user evaluation suggest that the mutation 

operator helped improve the quality of the collection. 
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3.5.3. Benchmarking Experiment 2 

3.5.3.1. Experiment Design 

A second benchmarking experiment was conducted to further compare the two crawlers’ 

ability to explore relevant Web communities. Two smaller collections (10,000 Web pages 

in each collection) were built by the two crawlers using similar settings as those in the 

first benchmarking experiment. Then we used a popular Web community identification 

algorithm to identify the Web communities that had been explored by the crawlers during 

the crawling process. We adopted the Web community identification algorithm proposed 

in Toyoda & Kitsuregawa (2001) because of its high accuracy. This algorithm is an 

improvement on a widely accepted Web community identification algorithm that has 

been used in many previous studies (Gibson et al., 1998; Chakrabarti el al., 1998; Dean & 

Henzinger, 1999; Kitsuregawa et al., 2002). It takes a collection of URLs as input, and 

then groups those URLs into sub-sets such that URLs in a sub-set all belong to the same 

community on the Web. The procedure for applying this Web community identification 

algorithm is presented below: 

 1. Building Vicinity Graphs and Finding the Top Derived Authorities: For each URL 

in the input collection, a Vicinity Graph was built by 1) adding the URL itself into the 

graph as the seed URL; 2) adding all parent and child URLs of the seed URL into the 

graph; and in the same way, 3) adding its parents’ children and children’s parents into the 
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graph. After the vicinity graph for a seed URL was built, an improved version of HITS 

algorithm (Bharat & Henzinger, 1998) was performed on the graph. The top 10 

authoritative URLs identified by the HITS algorithm was recorded as Top Authorities 

derived from the seed URL. 

2. Building the Authority Derivation Graph (ADG): First, Websites, of which at least 

5 URLs appeared in the input collection, were identified. Then the ADG was built as a 

directed graph in which the previously identified Websites were viewed as nodes and 

there was a link pointing from node (Website) A to node (Website) B when, and only 

when, URLs in Website A derived URLs in Website B as their Top Authorities in the first 

step.  

3. Building the Symmetric Derivation Graph (SDG): An SDG was built, based on the 

ADG built in the previous step. The SDG is an undirected graph which has the same set 

of nodes as the ADG and a link between node (Website) A and node (Website) B exists 

when, and only when, there is a bidirectional link between A and B in the ADG. 

4. Identify Connected Components from the SDG: Connected Components were 

identified from the SDG as Web communities. 

Previous studies have shown that the Web community identification algorithm 

described above yields accurate and reliable results. The high accuracy of this algorithm 

comes from the fact that, to decide to which Web community a URL belongs, it examines 
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the link structure of a very large neighboring area (vicinity graph) surrounding that URL 

on the Web. However, thorough examinations of vicinity graphs also make this algorithm 

computationally expensive and unsuitable to process a large number of URLs in a 

reasonable time limit.  

Using the procedure described above, we identified the Web communities from the 

two 10,000-page collections built by the Genetic Algorithm crawler and the best-first 

search crawler, respectively. Properties of those communities from different collections 

then were compared.                                                                       

3.5.3.2. Experiment Results and Discussion 

We first compared the numbers of communities in different collections. The SDG built 

from the best-first search collection contained 74 nodes (Websites) divided into two 

different communities. The SDG built from the Genetic Algorithm collection contained 

85 nodes divided into seven different communities, five of which do not contain any 

starting URLs. As we expected in H2a, the Genetic Algorithm crawler visited more 

relevant Web communities than the best-first search crawler.  

We also compared the comprehensiveness of the Web communities in different 

collections. The largest Web community found in the Genetic Algorithm collection 

consisted of Web pages from 68 different Websites and the largest Web community in the 

best-first search collection consists of Web pages from 71 different Websites. Due to the 
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high similarity between the nodes and the link structure of these two largest Web 

communities, we believe that they actually were parts of the same Web community on the 

Web. However, unlike what we expected in H2b, the Genetic Algorithm crawler did not 

find more relevant Websites in this Web community than the best-first search crawler. 

To gain more insight into the benchmarking experiment results, we presented the 

Web communities identified from our collections to the domain experts and confirmed 

that the structure of the Web communities matched the domain experts’ knowledge. 

Besides the two initial Web communities that contain the starting URLs, the Genetic 

Algorithm crawler explored five additional Web communities. The experts found that 

these additional Web communities all had their own unique characteristics that 

differentiate them from the two initial ones. Two of the five additional communities 

contain Websites that are highly specialized on two sub-fields of NSE (nano-chemistry 

and nano-optical science) while the initial communities contain mainly comprehensive 

NSE-related portals that cover a large variety of sub-fields. Another two contain Websites 

of NES-related commercial companies while the initial communities contain mainly 

Websites of research institutes. The last one of the five contains Websites of NSE-related 

research institutes in Europe while the initial communities mainly cover Websites in the 

US. 

Due to lack of statistical analysis and the small size of our collections, we cannot 
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claim that our hypothesis H2a was fully supported by our experiment results. However, 

based on the comments from the domain experts and the high accuracy of the algorithm 

we used, we believe that the difference in numbers of Web communities discovered by 

the two crawlers was not caused simply by chance; instead, the difference reflect that 

Genetic Algorithm crawler was able to visit more relevant Web communities than the 

best-first search crawler.  

We did not find any supportive results for hypothesis H2b. The unexpected results 

could have resulted from the limitations of our experiment design. In our experiment, the 

two crawlers were set to fetch the same number of Web pages. Since the Genetic 

Algorithm crawler visited more Web communities, it is more than likely that it would 

have fetched fewer Web pages from each of those communities.  

In general, we obtained some promising results from the second benchmarking 

experiment, although not all of our hypotheses were fully supported. We are planning to 

conduct more experiments with larger collections to further study the Web community 

exploration ability of different crawling techniques.  

3.6. Conclusions and Future Directions 

This chapter proposed a new crawling technique to build domain-specific collections for 

Web mining applications that incorporate a global search algorithm, genetic algorithm, 

into the crawling process. With the effective combination of content- and link-based 
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analysis and the ability to perform global search, our proposed technique addresses many 

problems that have plagued previous focused crawling techniques.  

We also conducted two benchmarking experiments and a user study to examine the 

performance of our proposed approach. The experiment results were encouraging. In our 

first benchmarking experiment and the user study, our proposed Genetic Algorithm 

crawler built collections with significantly higher quality than did a traditional best-first 

crawler. Furthermore, in our second benchmarking experiment, we used the concept of 

Web community as a measure to evaluate how comprehensively the focused crawlers 

could traverse the Web search space.  This method, to the best of our knowledge, has 

never been used in focused crawler evaluation before. Compared to traditional 

comprehensiveness measures such as recall, which is very hard to calculate in the Web 

context, the Web community measures have the advantages being clearly defined and 

calculated by a Web community identification algorithm. The results of our second 

benchmarking experiment showed that the genetic algorithm crawler can traverse the 

Web search space more comprehensively than a traditional focused crawler. However, 

due to the high computational requirement of the web community identification 

algorithm, the scale of the second benchmarking experiment was relatively small and a 

statistical analysis is not available. We are currently planning to carry out a similar 

experiment on a larger scale to further study the performance of different Web search 
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algorithms. 
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CHAPTER 4. ANALYZING AND VISUALIZING WEB CONTENT AND 

LINK STRUCTURE: A CASE STUDY ON U.S. DOMESTIC 

EXTREMIST ORGANIZATIONS’ INTERNET PRESENCE 

4.1. Introduction 

Increasingly, hate and extremists groups are using the Internet as a powerful tool for 

facilitating recruitment, reaching global audiences, linking with other extremist groups, 

and spreading hate materials. Although U.S. hate and extremists groups may not be as 

well-known as some of the international extremist organizations, they are considered as 

domestic extremist organizations that are based and operate entirely from within the 

continental United States and Puerto Rico (Blitzer, 2005).  

According to the Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC), the number of active hate 

and extremist groups operating in the U.S. was 708 in 2002 (SPLC, 2005).  Their 

websites increased from 443 in 2002 to 497 in 2003, a 12 percent increase.  Researchers 

and watchdog organizations, such as SPLC, the Simon Wiesenthal Center, and the 

SurfControl, that monitor and analyze these websites are finding that keeping track of 

existing and new websites, and exploring their usage and content have become time 

consuming and challenging (CNN, 1999; Gerstenfeld et al., 2002).  Since content on the 
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Internet is expanding, it is important that tools that allow researchers to monitor, analyze, 

and predict changes and developments in extremist and hate groups’ use of the Net and 

their influences be developed (Gerstenfeld et al., 2002).   

The objectives of this study are twofold.  First, we propose the development of 

automated or semi-automated procedures and systematic methodologies for capturing 

extremists’ Website data and using them for subsequent analyses. By analyzing the 

Websites’ content and visualizing the hyperlinks at the collection level, our methodology 

formalizes the process of knowledge discovery and provides an intelligent testbed portal 

called the Dark Web that supports post-retrieval analysis of extremists and hate group 

Websites.   Second, we seek to broaden our understanding of how domestic extremist 

groups utilize the Web infrastructure so that we can develop a comprehensive 

understanding of the extremists themselves.  Because the groups are volatile and often 

associated with illegal activities and violence, they pose great difficulties for researchers 

seeking to understand their structure and dynamics of their movements (Burris et al., 

2000).   

Since these groups are active in using the Internet, Web-based research on domestic 

extremist groups should prove valuable for supplementing and modifying earlier findings. 

In this chapter, we present the related literature, proposed methodology, results, and 

implications of this investigation. 
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4.2. Literature Review 

4.2.1. Social Movements Research on Extremists and Internet 

Research on social movement organizations, such as extremists and hate groups use of 

the Internet, is in its early stages (Burris et al., 2000; Gustavson & Sherkat, 2004).  

Researchers have identified a wide variety of different extremist groups such as White 

Supremacist, Black Separatist, and Militia, and how they are using the Internet to support 

their resource mobilization strategies. Resource mobilization is a process of securing 

control over resources needed for collective action such as communication, money, 

information, human assets, and specialized skills (Gustavson & Sherkat, 2004).  

Clandestine groups are constantly seeking ways to improve the effectiveness of their 

communication (Whine, 1997), information operations (Burris et al., 2000), and to 

facilitate collective identity, solidarity, and leaderless resistance (Gerstenfeld et al., 2002; 

Whine, 1997).    

American extremist and hate groups have continuously exploited technology to 

enhance their operations and were among the early adopters of computer bulletin boards 

that eventually evolved into the Internet (Gerstenfeld et al., 2002).  Stormfront.org, a 

neo-Nazi’s Website set up in 1995, is considered the first major domestic “hate site” on 

the World Wide Web because of its depth of content and its presentation style which 

represented a new period for online right-wing extremism (Whine, 1997).  The 
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neo-Nazis groups share a hatred for Jews and other minorities, and a love for Adolf Hitler 

and Nazi Germany. A social network analysis of extremist Websites revealed that the 

Stormfornt.org served as a central node that occupied a prominent position within the 

White Supremacist network (Burris et al., 2000).  

In addition to Websites, extremists use the Internet to access private message boards, 

email, research, listservs, and sell merchandise such as the Website of Resistance Records, 

the e-commerce music site of the National Alliance which is estimated to have had about 

$1 million in sales revenue in 2001 (Gerstenfeld et al., 2002).  The white supremacist 

groups have a significant presence on the Internet with several hundred sites ranging in 

complexity from single one-page sites to those that contain extensive documentations, 

discussion groups, music collections (Gustavson & Sherkat, 2004).  In the literature, the 

white supremacist movement is depicted as a fragmented, decentralized, and often 

sectarian network of organizations that can be grouped into three categories: Ku Klux 

Klan, neo-Nazi, and the Racist Skinheads (Burris et al., 2000).  An important unifying 

aspect of the movement is the Christian Identity theology that teaches that Whites are the 

only true children of God (Burris et al., 2000). 

Besides the White Supremacists, the leftist environmental and animal liberation 

groups also use the Web as a tool for propaganda and violent leaderless resistance 

(Gerstenfeld et al., 2002).   Table 1 identifies several studies that use systematic 
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methodologies such as content and hyperlink analysis to explore a range of research 

questions about domestic extremist groups’ exploitation of Internet technology. 

Table 4.1: Summary of Research on Extremist and Hate Groups’ Use of Internet 
Methodology Finding 
Observation Tracing of the early usages of the Internet by extremists identified 

patterns of usages of racial computer games, USENET, bulletin boards, 
and Websites (Whine, 1997). 

Content analysis 
(157 Websites) 

Majority sites contained external links to other extremist sites, half 
included multimedia content, and half contained racist symbols. Used 
Websites to expand their reach to international audiences, link to diverse 
extremists groups, and allow the groups to have maximum image control 
(Gerstenfeld et al., 2002). 

Network & 
content analysis 
(80 Websites) 

Internet hyperlinks appeared to provide a reasonable accurate 
representation of interorganizational structure of the movement. Use of 
Internet assisted in the creation of an international virtual extremist 
community (Burris et al., 2000). 

Egocentric 
network & 
content analysis 
(226 Websites) 

Selection of Aryan Nations website as ego was effective and different 
from previous network studies. Factions within White Supremacy 
movement engaged in coalition building (Gustavson & Sherkat, 2004). 

 

Most of the studies identified in Table 1 involved manual processes for gathering the 

Websites, classifying them, coding the Websites, and visualizing the patterns.  From a 

post-retrieval analysis perspective, existing research tools to gather and explore the 

interpretations of Websites’ content and usage patterns are limited as yet (Chen et al., 

2004). Existing tools provided by Web search engines and watchdog organizations’ 

Websites offer limited capabilities for integrating the resources and supporting 

information fusion (including post-retrieval analysis).   
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4.2.2. Web Harvesting Approaches 

The first step towards studying the extremist Web infrastructure is to harvest extremist 

Websites back to a local repository for further analysis. Web harvesting is the process of 

gathering and organizing unstructured information from pages and data on the Web (Kay, 

2004). Previous studies have suggested three types of approaches to harvesting Web 

contents in specific domains: manual, automatic, and semiautomatic.  

In order to gather samples of extremist and hate groups’ Websites on analysis, all 

studies used a manual approach (Burris et al., 2004; Gerstenfeld el al., 2002; Gustavson 

& Sherkat, 2004; Whine, 1997).  For example, Burris, Smith, and Strahm used a manual 

approach to collect and download seed URLs for a two-week period in 1997 (Burris et al., 

2004). The seeds were identified using seven watchdog organizations that monitor hate 

and extremist groups such as Net Hate and HateWatch. Hate Watch was under SPLC. The 

limitation of such a manual approach is that it is time-consuming and inefficient. 

Albertsen used an automatic approach in the “Paradigma” project (Albertsen, 2003). 

The goal of Paradigma is to archive Norwegian legal deposit documents on the Web. It 

employed a focused Web crawler, an automatic program that discovers and downloads 

Websites in particular domains by following Web links found in the HTML pages of a 

starting set of WebPages. Metadata was then extracted and used to rank the Websites in 

terms of relevance. The automatic approach is more efficient than the manual approach; 
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however, due to the limitations of current focused crawling techniques, automatic 

approaches often introduce noise (off-topic Web pages) into the harvest results. 

The “Political Communications Web Archiving” group employed a semiautomatic 

approach to harvesting domain-specific Websites (Reilly et al., 2003). Domain experts 

provided seed URLs as well as typologies for constructing metadata that can be used in 

the crawling process. Their project’s goal is to develop a methodology for constructing an 

archive of broad-spectrum political communications over the Web. We believe that 

semiautomatic approach is the most suitable approach for harvesting extremist Websites 

because it combines the high accuracy and high efficiency of manual and automatic 

approaches.   

4.2.3. Web Link and Content Analysis 

Once the extremist Websites are harvested, two types of analysis can be applied to study 

the extremists’ use of the web: hyperlink analysis and web content analysis.  Hyperlink 

analysis has been previously used to discover hidden relationships among communities 

(Gibson el al., 1998; Reid, 2003). Borgman (2002) defines two classes of web link 

analysis studies: relational and evaluative. Relational analysis gives insight into the 

strength of relations between web entities, in particular Websites, while evaluative 

analysis reveals the popularity or quality level of a Web entity. In this study, we are more 

interested with relational analysis because it can provide us with insights into the nature 
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of relations between extremist Websites and, possibly, extremist organizations.  Other 

hyperlink analysis studies of hate and extremists’ Websites focused on evaluative analysis 

(Burris, 2000; Gustavson & Sherkat, 2004). Gibson (1998) describes a methodology for 

discerning Web communities on the WWW. His work is based on Hyperlink-Induced 

Topic Search (HITS), a tool that searches for authoritative hypermedia on a given broad 

topic. In contrast, we construct a Website topology from a high quality domestic 

extremist collection. Reid (2004) made use of hyperlink-based topologies to uncover 

companies’ non-customer online communities. Our goal is to visualize and analyze 

hidden domestic extremist hyperlinked communities and inter-community relationships. 

In order to reach an understanding of the various facets of the extremists and hate 

group’ Web usage and communications, a systematic analysis of the Websites’ content is 

required. Demchak and Friis’ (2000) work provides a well-defined methodology for 

analyzing communicative content in government Websites. Their work focuses on 

measuring “openness” of government Websites. To achieve this goal they developed a 

Website Attribute System tool that is basically composed of a set of high level attributes 

such as transparency and interactivity. Each high level attribute is associated with a 

second layer of attributes at a more refined level of granularity. For example, the right 

“operational information” and “responses” on a given Webpage can induce an increase in 

the interactivity level of a government Website. Demchak and Friis’ work, an example of 
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a well-structured and systematic content analysis exercise, provides guidance for the 

present study.  

4.3. Proposed Approach 

This study is part of a Dark Web Portal project that builds on our system development 

experience. The goals are to understand how U.S. domestic extremists are using the 

Internet and identify appropriate techniques for collecting high-quality WebPages of 

extremists and hate groups and automating systematic procedures for analyzing and 

visualizing the content of individual Websites.  

The Dark Web project consists of collecting extremist content on the Web and 

analyzing it at various levels. As illustrated in Figure 1, the Dark Web project consists of 

four components: the collection building, portal development, content analysis, and link 

analysis (Chen el al., 2004). This chapter is concerned with the content and link analysis 

portions of the DarkWeb. 
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Figure 4.1: Components of the Dark Web Portal Project 

To accomplish this, we propose semi-automated methods for collecting and studying 

domestic extremist content on the Web. First, we employ a semi-automatic procedure for 

harvesting and constructing a high quality domestic extremist Website collection. We 

then perform hyperlink analysis and run a node clustering algorithm on the collection for 

the study of hyperlinked extremist Web communities. In the last step, we conduct an 

attribute-based systematic content analysis of our collection to study various facets of the 

domestic extremists’ Web usage.   
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4.3.1. Collection Building 

Our first goal is to construct a high-quality collection of domestic extremist Websites. 

The high-quality term refers to the comprehensiveness and relevancy of the collected 

Websites. It is desired to have a collection representing the majority of known U.S. 

domestic extremist groups with presence on the Web, while keeping the collection free of 

unrelated Websites. Towards that end we employ the following four steps: 

1) Identify seed URLs of organizations and perform backlink expansion: The first 

task is to find an initial set of domestic extremist Websites. We mainly search for URLs 

listed on the Websites of major watchdog organizations such as SPLC and the 

Anti-defamation League (ADL) which continuously update their lists of domestic 

extremist Websites.  We obtained the lists of URLs in December 2003 which served as 

seeds for Step 2.  

2) Conduct out-link and back-link expansion: After identifying the seed URLs, the 

out-links and back-links of the seed URLs were automatically extracted using 

link-analysis programs. The out-links are extracted from the HTML contents of “favorite 

link” pages under the seed Websites. The back-links are extracted from Google back-link 

search service through Google API. Automatic out-link and back-link expansion is an 

effective way to expand the scope of our collection. 

3) Filter the collection: Because bogus or unrelated sites can make their way into our 
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collection, we have developed a robust filtering process based on evidence and clues 

from the Websites. Aside from sites which explicitly identify themselves as the official 

sites of a extremist organization, a Website that contains even minor praise of or adopts 

ideologies espoused by a extremist group is included in our collection.  All other 

websites are excluded, for example, websites with pure religious content with no 

elements of violence or hate. 

4) Perform automatic collection and processing of extremist Websites: Once the 

extremist Websites are identified, a program is used to automatically download all the 

contents of identified Websites. Unlike the tools used in most previous studies, in order to 

enable deep and comprehensive studies on the extremist Web contents, our program was 

designed to download not only the textual files (e.g., HTML, TXT, PDF, etc.) but also 

multimedia files (e.g., images, video, audio, etc.) and dynamically generated Web files 

(e.g., PHP, ASP, JSP, etc.).  Moreover, because extremist organizations set up forums 

within their Websites whose contents are of special value to research communities, our 

program also can automatically log into the forums and download the dynamic forum 

contents.  

4.3.2. Hyperlink Analysis  

Our goal here is to shed light on the infrastructure of extremist and hate Websites and to 

perform a sophisticated content analysis. We believe the exploration of hidden 
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communities over the Web can give insight into the nature of relationships between 

Websites from the same group, as well as relationships between Websites of different 

extremist groups. In addition, hyperlinks between websites constitute an important cue 

for estimating the content similarity of any pair of websites in our collection. Hence, we 

employ this cue to confirm our initial manual classification of the Websites under the 

categories shown in Table 4.2. 

Uncovering hidden Web communities involves calculating a similarity measure 

between all pairs of Websites in our collection. We define similarity to be a real-valued 

multivariable function of the number of hyperlinks in Website “A” pointing to Website 

“B”, and the number of hyperlinks in Website “B” pointing to Website “A”. In addition, a 

hyperlink is weighted proportionally to how deep it appears in the Website hierarchy. For 

instance, a hyperlink appearing at the homepage of a website is given a higher weight 

than hyperlinks appearing at a deeper level. The similarity matrix is then fed to a 

multidimensional scaling (MDS) algorithm which generates a two dimensional graph of 

the Websites.  The proximity of nodes (Websites) in the graph reflects the level of 

similarity.  Gustavson and Sherkat (2004) highlight that unreciprocal ties (direction of 

an edge in a directed graph) can clarify the exact nature of relationships for pairs of 

Websites such as friendship, resource sharing, and coordination. These considerations 

will, however, be tackled in future extensions of this work.   
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4.3.3. Content Analysis  

To better understand the goals and ways domestic extremists use the Web, we developed 

an attribute-based coding scheme for methodically capturing the content. The coding 

scheme consists of eight high level attributes, each of which is composed of multiple fine 

grained low level attributes. This attribute-based approach is similar to that employed in 

Demchak and Friis’ (2000) study on government Website interactivity analysis.  

Table 4.2: Attributes used in the content analysis 
High Level 
Attribute 

Low Level 
Attribute 

Description Wgt. 

Email Email address 1
Telephone Telephone number 3
Multimedia Video clip of bombings, game, 

animated picture, etc.  
3

Online 
Feedback 
Form 

Allow the user to give feedback or ask 
question to the site owner or 
maintainer 

1

Communications 

Documentatio
n 

Report, book, letter, memo & other 
resources provided (e.g., PDF, Excel)  

1

External Aid 
Mentioned 

Other group, individual, association or 
government supporting the 
organization 

1

Fund Transfer Fund transfer method, bank account, 
etc. 

1

Donation Donation (e.g., direct bank deposit) 1
Charity Donation to religious welfare 

organization  
1

Fundraising 

Support Group Sub-organizational structure charged 
with the fund raising  

1

Mission Goal of the organization (e.g., 
destruction of an enemy state) 

1Sharing Ideology 

Doctrine Belief of the group (e.g., religious, 
extreme right) 

1
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High Level 
Attribute 

Low Level 
Attribute 

Description Wgt. 

Justification 
for  use of 
violence 

Ideology condones the use of violence 
to accomplish goals (e.g., suicide 
bombing)  

1 

Pin-pointing 
enemy 

Classify others as either enemy or 
friend (e.g., U.S. is an enemy) 

1

Slogan Short phrase with religious or 
ideological connotation 

1

Date Date in the history of the group  1
Martyr Name of member who died in related 

operation  
1

Leader Group’s leader name  1
Banner and 
Seal 

Banner depicting representative figure, 
graphical symbol or seal 

1

Propaganda 
(insiders) 

Narrative 
about 
operation  

Narrative of operation & attack of the 
group 

1

Reference to 
western media 
coverage 

Western media coverage of event  1Propaganda 
(outsiders) 

News 
reporting 

Group’s own interpretation of event 1

Listserv Automatic mailing list server that 
broadcasts to everyone on the list * 

1

Text chat 
room 

Virtual room where a chat session 
takes place (e.g., ICQ) 

3

Message 
board 

Electronic message center 1

E-conferencin
g 

Electronic conference 3

Virtual 
Community 

Web ring Series of Websites linked together in a 
ring that by clicking through all of the 
sites in the ring the visitor will 
eventually come back to originating 
site * 

2

Command and 
Control 

Tactics Pointer to communication or 
operational pattern regarding an 

1
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High Level 
Attribute 

Low Level 
Attribute 

Description Wgt. 

operation 
Organization 
Structure 

Hierarchy of organization (e.g., list of 
leader, lieutenant)  

1

Multimedia 
from group’s 
senior member 

Multimedia of leadership meeting and 
other activities (e.g., video of leader’s 
message or instruction) 

1

Documentatio
n of previous 
operation 

Multimedia or text describing group’s 
previous operation 

1

Operation’s 
geographical 
area 

Meeting, headquarter or operation 
location  

1Recruitment and 
Training 

Explicit 
invitation  

Invitation to join or attend meeting, 
etc. 

1

* Description from www.webopedia.com 

Table 4.2 shows the high level and associated low level attributes that were used in our 

study. This coding scheme tool enables the detection of the particular resource allocation 

patterns (e.g., fundraising, propaganda) that the domestic extremists use in the Web. 

Moreover, it allows for measuring the levels of usage for particular purposes by assigning 

a weight to the low-level attributes. Gerstenfeld, Grant, and Chiang (2002) pointed out 

that further research should be conducted to clarify the precise nature of the messages 

promoted on the Websites. 

To ensure that the coding scheme is reliable, we asked four individual coders to 

perform content analysis on four randomly selected U.S. domestic extremist Websites 

using the coding scheme. For each of the four Websites, the corresponding sets of content 

analysis results were compared and a reliability score (Cronbach’s Alpha) was calculated. 
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The results of the experiment are shown in Table 2. The high average Cronbach’s Alpha 

of 0.807 shows that the coding scheme has high reliability. 

Table 4.3: Reliability Test Results 

4.3.4. Collection of Domestic Extremists’ Websites 

We manually extracted a set of URLs from relevant literature. A total of 266 seed URLs 

were identified from SPLC and ADL websites as well as in the Google directory. This 

procedure is similar to Gerstenfeld, Grant and Chiang’s (2002) study where they used 

several non-profit watchdog organizations and the Yahoo’s category of White Pride and 

Racialism.  

A backlink expansion of this initial set was performed and the count increased to 386 

URLs.  The resulting set of URLs is validated through filtering the irrelevant URLs 

introduced by the Google search and out-/back-link expansion. A total of 97 URLs were 

deemed relevant. We then used an automatic Web crawling toolkit called SpidersRUs 

(ai.bpa.arizona.edu/research/spider/index.htm) to download all the Web documents within 

the identified Websites. As a result, our final collection contains around 400,000 

documents. 

We selected a subset of 44 Websites for performing a content analysis. The 44 

Website United 
Nuwaubian 
Nation Of Moors 
Website 

Kingdom 
Identity 
Ministries 
Website 

Texas 
League of 
the South 
Website 

Knights of 
Ku Klux 
Klan 
Website  

Average 

Cronbach’s 
Alpha 

0.825 0.794 0.863 0.746 0.807 
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Websites are representative of the domestic extremist groups maintaining a presence on 

the Web. Table 3 provides the summary and a categorization (based on SPLC) of the 

Websites. We manually coded the attributes in each Website. 

Table 4.4: Summary of the Collection with Categories 
Category Initial Count 

Before Selection 
Final Count of 
URLs 

Example Group 

Black Separatist 2 2 Nation of Islam 
Christian Identity 17 13 Kinsman Redeemer 

Ministries 
Militia 15 8 Michigan Militia 
Neo Confederate 17 4 Texas League of the South 
White Supremacy 29 7 Ku Klux Klan 
neo-Nazi 15 9 American Nazi Party 
Eco-terrorism /Animal 
Rights 

2 1 Earth Liberation Front 

Total 97 44  

4.4. Analysis Results  

4.4.1. Link Analysis Results 

For the link analysis, five communities are identified in the network shown in Figure 2. 

On the top left side of the network resides the Southern Separatists’ cluster. This cluster 

mainly consists of the Websites of New Confederate organization in the southern U.S. 

They espouse a separatist ideology, promoting the establishment of an independent state 

in the south. In addition, they share white-supremacy ideas with other 

non-neo-confederate racist organizations such as the KKK.  A cluster of neo-Nazi and 

White Supremacy Websites inhibits the top right corner of the network such as the 
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Stormfront and the White Aryan Resistance (www.resist.com). In the bottom right corner 

we identified a cluster that is primarily grouping Christian Identity Websites. A clear 

separation between Christian Identity, neo-Nazi, and White Supremacy groups is, in 

general, hard to make. This observation agrees with previous social movements studies 

(Burris el al., 2000; Gustavson & Sherkat, 2004). Thus, within the Christian Identity 

cluster appears neo-Nazi Websites (www.aryannationsknight.com, 

www.aryan-nations.org), and a White Supremacy Website of the Knights of the Ku Klux 

Klan (www.kkkk.net).      
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Figure 4.2: Web Community Visualization of Domestic Extremist and Hate Groups 

Links between communities do not necessarily represent cooperation between them. 

An example is the few links between the neo-Confederates and Christian 

Identity/neo-Nazi/White-Supremacy clusters. When investigating such links, we found 

that Website owners share common interests in some issues. For instance, the link 

between www.texasls.org (neo-Confederate) and www.americanpatrol.org (White 

Supremacist) reflects the common interest in “protecting” the southern border and 

bitterness felt towards Hispanic illegal immigrants. The numerous links between the 
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neo-Nazi/White supremacists and Christian Identity are, on the other hand, more likely to 

represent good relations between the communities. Both communities have a similar 

ideology and researchers sometimes group them together. Two isolated communities can 

be seen on the bottom left corner of the network: the Militia and Eco-Terrorism clusters. 

These communities have different interests and ideologies. This agrees with results of 

Burris, Smith, and Strahm’s (2000) research which concluded that bridges between the 

White Supremacy movement and other extremists such as the Militia are virtually 

non-existent.  

A frequently recurring question in social network analysis is that of the existence of 

central or prominent nodes. We identified two such nodes in our network of U.S. 

domestic extremist Websites. The first one and by far the most famous among extremism 

researchers is www.stormfront.org. This Website has many inlinks indicating its popularity 

among White Supremacists which is in agreement with results from earlier research 

(Burris el al., 2004). The second Website is that of National Alliance (www.natall.com), a 

neo-Nazi Website. The significantly higher number of inlinks testifies to its prominence. 

Owners of White Supremacy Websites tend to cite and acknowledge other Supremacists’ 

literature which may be residing on other Websites. They mainly intend to gain more 

credibility by referring to other Supremacists with whom they share the same ideology.  

Another observation is the occurrence of relatively isolated Websites within a single 
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cluster. Linking to other Websites can be of benefit to the Website owners, such that they 

gain credibility or they enforce the sense of solidarity within a usually geographically 

dispersed extremist community. However, Burris, Smith, and Strahm’s study points that 

this does not always hold true (Burris el al., 2004). In particular, some Websites may be 

competing over a potential population of future members and/or consumers of goods that 

are being sold on the Websites. For instance, we found that www.14words.com, which 

publishes and sells White Supremacist literature does not have a single outlink to other 

White Supremacist Websites.  This finding is similar to that from Burris, Smith, and 

Strahm’s study. They posit that the site, being an e-commerce one, may not want to 

recommend competitors or encourage users to go to other sites. 

4.4.2. Content Analysis Results  

We coded each Website in our collection and recorded the presence of low-level attributes 

based on our coding scheme. For instance, the neo-Nazi Website www.stormfront.org 

shown in Figure 3 contains a forum and a bulletin board. The presence of these attributes 

contributes to the richness of the virtual community attribute. 
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Figure 4.3: Website of www.stormfront.org (1st White Supremacist Website) 

 After completing the coding scheme for the 44 Websites in the collection, we 

compared the content of each of the extremist communities described in Figure 2. We 

aggregated data from all Websites belonging to a cluster and calculated the normalized 

content levels. Figure 4 shows the content levels for the six categories of extremist 

groups: Black Separatists, Christian Identity, Militia, neo-confederates, neo-Nazi, and 

Eco-terrorism.  
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Figure 4.4: Content Analysis of Web Communities 

As Figure 4 shows sharing ideology is the attribute with the highest frequency of 

occurrence in domestic extremist group Websites. Basically, the sharing ideology 

attribute encapsulates all communication media devoted to portraying the goals of the 

extremist group, defining its general policies, and presenting the foundational ideology. A 

major goal of extremist and hate groups is to expose their own definitions of the 

movements.  

With the exception of Eco-terrorism, an interesting phenomenon in domestic 

extremist Websites is the low level of content concerning the propaganda directed 

towards outsiders. This may be because Eco-terrorism groups have a much wider 

audience as compared to racist groups such as White Supremacist who only address very 

specific communities. For all groups, there was limited content in terms of the virtual 

community attribute. With their freedom of movement and speech within the U.S., 

domestic extremist groups are not heavily dependent on virtual communities for 
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resources unlike international extremist groups like al Qaeda that depend a lot on virtual 

communities.    

Another interesting observation is the much higher levels of communications and 

command and control attributes in the case of Eco-terrorism/Animal Rights and Black 

Separatist groups. The communications attribute tells how much the owners and users of 

the Website are reliant on communication resources such as: email and chat. In general, 

most Web masters provide an email for feedback purposes. Moreover, some Websites like 

those maintained by the Nation of Islam reach a higher level of sophistication through 

posting recordings and videos of group leaders. These multimedia resources also 

contribute to the communication attribute as they constitute an effective method of 

transmitting ideas and policies from the organization’s hierarchy to lieutenants and 

members of the extremist/hate group.   

4.5. Discussions and Future Work  

Since there were several areas in which our findings support earlier social movement 

research, we are able to conclude that the topological infrastructure of the U.S. Domestic 

and Hate group Websites seems to be fairly stable.  Visualizing hyperlinked 

communities lead to an understanding of the underlying Web infrastructure of domestic 

extremist groups. In addition, it showed the existence and strength of the relationships 

between various hyperlinked communities and helped to identify likely relationships 
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between extremist groups in the real world. 

We validated a systematic methodology for the study of domestic extremist website 

content. We employed focused collection building techniques, hyperlink analysis and 

attribute-based quantitative content analysis. The attribute-based content analysis coding 

scheme can be automated by applying data mining techniques. In the near future, we will 

automate the content analysis process and extend our hyperlink analysis to capture 

various types of Website affinities which will provide for additional analysis.   

The results of this research are also useful for our work on the Dark Web Portal 

testbed, in that it provided systematic methodologies for capturing, classifying, and 

analyzing domestic extremist Website data. Because this study involved a sample of 44 

Websites, future studies of this kind should endeavor to enlarge the sample and verify if 

similar outcomes can be achieved. 
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CHAPTER 5. STUDYING MIDDLE EASTERN EXTREMIST 

ORGANIZATIONS’ INTERNET USAGE: A WEBMETRIC APPROACH 

5.1. Introduction 

The weekly news coverage of excerpts from messages and videos produced and web-cast 

by extremists has shown that extremists have become exploiters of the Internet beyond 

routine communication operations. Internet has dramatically increased their ability to 

influence the outside world. Several virtues of the Internet, such as ease of access, 

anonymity of posting, huge audience, and lack of regulations, have enabled extremists to 

directly speak to millions of people — both supporters and adversaries, with little 

chance of being detected. As posited by Jenkins (2004), through operating their own Web 

sites and online forums, extremists have effectively created their “terror news network.”   

Extremist organizations have generated thousands of Web sites that support 

psychological warfare, fundraising, recruitment, coordination, and distribution of 

propaganda materials. From those extremist Web sites, supporters can download 

multimedia training materials, buy games, T-shirts, and music CDs, and access forums 

and chat services such as PalTalk (Bowers, 2004; Muriel, 2004; Weimann, 2004; SITE, 

2004).  Some Web sites such as those associated with the Jihad extremist movement are 
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extremely dynamic in that they emerge overnight, frequently modify their contents, and 

then swiftly ‘disappear’ by changing their URLs which are later announced via online 

forums (Weimann, 2005).  They are often hosted on free Web space servers or by 

unsecured and poorly maintained commercial servers.  Such Web sites are technically 

supported by those who are Internet Savvy to provide sophisticated propaganda images 

and videos via proxy servers to mask ownerships (Armstrong & Forde, 2003; El Deeb, 

2004; SITE, 2004 p.12).  The level of technical sophistication of the Islamic extremist 

organizations’ Web sites has increased according to Katz, who monitors Islamic 

fundamentalist Internet activities (Internet Haganah, 2005; SITE, 2004).  The rapid 

proliferation and increased sophistication of Web sites and online forums run by extremist 

organizations are indications of the growing popularity of the Internet in extremism 

campaigns. They also indicate that there is a vast pool of sympathizers that such 

organizations have attracted, with some applying their IT expertise as contributions to the 

cause (Jesdanun, 2004).   

Although this alternate side of the Internet, referred to as the “Dark Web,” has 

received extensive government and media attention, there is a dearth of empirical studies 

that examine the sophistication of extremist organizations’ Web sites and how they 

support strategic and tactical information operations. Therefore, some basic questions 

about extremist organizations’ Internet usages remain unanswered. For example, what are 
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the major Internet technologies that they have used on their Web sites? How sophisticated 

and effective are the technologies in terms of supporting communications and propaganda 

activities?  

In this study, we explore an integrated approach for collecting and monitoring 

extremist-created Web contents and propose a systematic content analysis approach to 

enable quantitative assessment of the technical sophistication of extremist organizations’ 

Web usages. The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2, we briefly 

review previous works on extremists’ use of the Web. In Section 5.3, we present our 

research questions and the proposed methodologies to study those questions. In Section 

5.4, we describe the findings obtained from a case study of the analysis of technical 

sophistication, content richness, and Web interactivity features of major Middle Eastern 

extremist organizations’ Web sites and a benchmark comparison of Middle Eastern 

extremist Web sites and Web sites from the U.S. government. In the last section, we 

provide conclusions and discuss the future directions of this research. 

5.2. Literature Review 

5.2.1. Extremism and the Internet 

Previous research showed that extremists mainly utilize the Internet to enhance their 

information operations surrounding propaganda, communication, and psychological 
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warfare (Thomas, 2003; Denning, 2004; Weimann, 2004). To achieve their goals, 

extremists often need to maintain a certain level of publicity for their causes and activities 

to attract more supporters. Prior to the Internet era, extremists maintained publicity 

mainly by catching the attention of traditional media such television, radio, or print media.  

This was difficult for them because extremists often could not meet the editorial selection 

criteria of those public media (Weimann, 2004). With the Internet, extremists can bypass 

the requirements by traditional media and directly reach hundreds of millions of people, 

globally – 24/7.  

Extremist groups have sought to replicate or supplement the communication, 

fundraising, propaganda, recruitment, and training functions on the Web by building web 

sites with massive and dynamic online libraries of speeches, training manuals, and  

multimedia resources that are hyperlinked to other sites that share similar beliefs (Coll & 

Glasser, 2005; Weimann, 2004).  The Web sites are designed to communicate with 

diverse global audiences of members, sympathizers, media, enemies, and the public 

(Weimann, 2004).  Table 1 summarizes extremist groups’ objectives and tasks that are 

supported by Web sites. 

Table 5.1: How Web Sites Support Objectives of Extremist Groups  
Extremists’ 
Objectives 

Tasks Supported by Web Sites  Web Features (Preece, 2000)

Enhance 
communication 
(Becker, 2005; 
Weimann, 2004) 

• Composing, sending & 
receiving messages; 
• Searching for messages, 
information & people 

• Synchronous (chat, video 
conferencing, MUDs, 
MOOs) & asynchronous 
(email, bulletin board, forum, 
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• One-to-one, one-to-many 
communications 
• Maintaining anonymity 
  

UseNet newsgroup) 
• GUI 
• Help function, 
• Feedback form.  
• Log-in 
• Email address for web 
master, organization contact 

Increase fundraising 
(ISTS, 2003; 
Weimann, 2004) 

• Publicizing need for funds 
• Providing options for 
collecting funds 
 

• Payment instruction & 
facility 
• E-commerce application 
• Hyperlinks to other 
resources 

Diffuse propaganda 
(ISTS, 2004; 
Weimann, 2004) 

• Posting resources in multiple 
languages.  
• Providing links to forums, 
videos & other groups’ web sites 
• Using web sites as an online 
clearinghouses for statements 
from leaders 

• Content management  
• Hyperlinks 
• Directory for documents 
• Navigation support 
• Search, browsable index 
• Free web site hosting 
• Accessible 

Increase publicity 
(Coll & Glasser, 
2005; Jenkins, 2004; 
SITE,  2004) 

• Advertising groups’ events, 
martyrs, history, ideologies. 
• Providing groups’ 
interpretation of the news  

• Downloadable files 
• Animated & flashy 
banner, logo, slogan 
• Clickable maps,  
• Information resources 
(e.g., international news) 

Overcome obstacles 
from law 
enforcement & 
military (Coll & 
Glasser, 2005; 
Kelley, 2001) 

• Send encrypted messages via 
email, forums, or post on web 
sites 
• Move web sites to different 
servers so that they are protected 

• Anonymous email 
accounts 
• Password protected or 
encrypted services 
• Downloadable encryption 
software 
• Email security 
• Stenography 
 

Provide recruitment 
& training   (ISTS, 
2003; SITE, 2004; 
Weimann, 2004) 

• Hosting martyrs stories, 
speeches, multimedia that are 
used for recruitment.  
• Using flashy logos, banners, 
cartoons to appeal to 

• Interactive services (e.g., 
games, cartoons, maps) 
• Online registration 
process 
• Directory 
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sympathizers with specialized 
skills & similar views 
Build massive & dynamic online 
libraries of training resources 

• Multimedia (e.g., videos, 
audios, images) 
• FAQ, alerts 
• Virtual community 

5.2.2. Existing Dark Web Studies 

In recent years, there have been studies of how extremists use the Web to facilitate their 

activities (Zhou et al., 2005; Chen, et. al., 2004; ISTS, 2004; Thomas, 2003; Tsfati & 

Weimann, 2002; SITE, 2004; Weimann, 2004).  For example, researchers at the Institute 

for Security Technology Studies (ISTS) have analyzed dozens of extremist organizations’ 

Web sites and identified five categories of extremists’ use of the Web: propaganda, 

recruitment and training, fundraising, communications, and targeting.  These usage 

categories are supported by other studies such as those by Thomas (2003), Katz at SITE 

Institute (2004), and Weimann (2004).   

Since the late 1990s, several organizations, such as SITE Institute, the Anti-Terrorism 

Coalition, and the Middle East Media Research Institute (MEMRI), started to monitor 

contents from selected extremist Web sites for research and intelligence purposes. Tsfati 

and Weimann (2002) studied the content types and target audiences of extremist 

organizations’ Web sites by analyzing the content of 29 Middle Eastern Web sites. Table 2 

lists some of the organizations that capture and analyze extremists’ Web sites grouped 

into three functional categories: archive, research center, and vigilante community.   

Table 5.2: Organizations that Capture and Analyze Extremists’ Web Sites 
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Organization Description Access 

Archive 

1. Internet Archive 
(IA) 

1996-.  Collect open access HTML 
pages (every 2 mths.) 

Via http://www.archive.org 

Research Center 

2. Anti-terrorism 
Coalition (ATC) 

2003-. Jihad Watch.  Has 448 
extremist Web sites & forums 

Via 
http://www.atcoalition.net 

3. Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) 
Lab, University of 
Arizona 

2003-. Spidering (every 2 mths.) to 
collect extremist Web sites. Has 1000s 
Web sites: U.S. Domestic, Latin 
America, & Middle Eastern Web sites 

Via testbed portal called 
Dark Web Portal 

4. MEMRI 2003 -. Jihad & Terrorism Studies 
Project.  

Access reports via 
http://www.memri.org 

5. Site Institute 2003 -. Capture Web sites every 24 hrs. 
Extensive collection of 1000s of files. 
 

Access reports & fee-based 
intelligence services 
http://siteinstitute.org 

6. Weimann (Univ. 
Haifa, Israel)  

1998 -. Capture Web sites daily. 
Extensive collection of 1000s of files. 

Closed collection 

Vigilante Community 

7. Internet Haganah 2001-. Confronting the Global Jihad 
Project. Has 100s links to Web sites.  

Provides snapshots of 
extremist Web sites 
http://haganah.us 

 

Except for the Artificial Intelligence (AI) Lab, none of the enumerated organizations 

seem to use automated methodologies for both collection building and analysis of the 

Web sites. Due to the enormous size and the dynamic nature of the Web, the manual 

collection and analysis approaches may have limited the comprehensiveness of their 

analyses. Furthermore, none of the studies have provided empirical evidence of the levels 

of technical sophistication or compared extremist organizations’ cyber capabilities with 
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those of other organizations. Since technical knowledge required to maintain Web sites 

provides an indication of extremist organizations’ technology adoption strategies 

(Jackson, 2001), we believe it is important to analyze the technologies required to 

maintain extremists’ Web sites from the perspectives of technical sophistication, content 

richness, and Web interactivity. 

5.2.3. Dark Web Collection Building 

The first step towards studying the extremist Web presence is to capture extremist Web 

sites and store them in a repository for further analysis. Web collection building is the 

process of gathering and organizing unstructured information from pages and data on the 

Web. Previous studies have suggested three types of approaches to collecting Web 

contents in specific domains: manual approach, automatic approach, and semiautomatic 

approach.  

In order to build the September 11 and Election 2002 Web Archives (Schneider et al., 

2003), the Library of Congress collected seed URLs for a given theme. The seeds and 

their close neighbors (distance 1) are then downloaded. The limitation of such a manual 

approach is that it is time-consuming and inefficient. 

Albertsen (2003) used an automatic approach in the “Paradigma” project. The goal of 

Paradigma is to archive Norwegian legal deposit documents on the Web. It employed a 

focused Web crawler (Kleinberg et al., 1999), an automatic program that discovers and 
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downloads Web sites in particular domains by following Web links found in the HTML 

pages of a starting set of WebPages. Metadata was then extracted and used to rank the 

Web sites in terms of relevance. The automatic approach is more efficient than the 

manual approach; however, due to the limitations of current focused crawling techniques, 

automatic approaches often introduce noise (off-topic Web pages) into the collection. 

The “Political Communications Web Archiving” group employed a semiautomatic 

approach to collecting domain-specific Web sites (Reilly et al., 2003). Domain experts 

provided seed URLs as well as typologies for constructing metadata that can be used in 

the crawling process. Their project’s goal is to develop a methodology for constructing an 

archive of broad-spectrum political communications over the Web. We believe that the 

semiautomatic approach is most suitable for collecting extremist Web sites because it 

combines the high accuracy and high efficiency of manual and automatic approaches.   

5.2.4. Dark Web Content Analysis 

In order to reach an understanding of the various facets of Jihad extremist Web usage and 

communications, a systematic analysis of the Web sites’ content is required. Researchers 

in the extremism domain have used observation and content analysis to analyze Web site 

data.  In Bunt’s (2003) overview of Jihadi movements’ presence on the Web, he 

described the reaction of the global Muslim community to the content of extremist Web 

sites. His assessment of the influence such content had on Muslims and Westerners was 
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based on a qualitative analysis of message contents extracted from Taliban and Al-Qaeda 

Web sites. Tsfati and Weimann (2002) conducted a content analysis of the characteristics 

of extremist groups’ communications. They said that the small size of their collection and 

the descriptive nature of their research questions made a quantitative analysis infeasible.  

Demchak and Friis (2000) provided a well-defined methodology for analyzing 

communicative content in government Web sites. Their work focused on measuring 

“openness” of government Web sites. To achieve this goal they developed a Web site 

Attribute System (WAES) tool that is basically composed of a set of high level attributes 

such as transparency and interactivity. Each high level attribute is associated with a 

second layer of attributes at a more refined level of granularity. For example, the increase 

of “operational information” and “responses” on a given Webpage can induce an increase 

in the openness level of a government Web sites. This WAES system is an example of a 

well-structured and systematic content analysis methodology.  

Demchak and Friis’ work provides guidance for the present study. However, the 

“openness” attributes used in their work were designed specifically for e-Government 

studies. We surveyed research in e-Commerce, e-Government, and e-Education domains 

and identified several sets of attributes that could be used to study the technical 

advancement and effectiveness of extremists’ use of the Internet. 

Palmer and David’s (1998) study identified a set of 15 attributes (called “technical 
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characteristics”) to evaluate two aspects of e-Commerce Web sites: technical 

sophistication and media richness. More specifically, the technical sophistication 

attributes measures the level of advancement of the techniques used in the design of Web 

sites.  For example, “use of HTML frames,” “use of Java scripts,” etc. The media 

richness attributes measure how well the Web sites use multimedia to deliver information 

to their users, e.g., “hyperlinks,” “images,” “video/audio files,” etc.  

Another set of attributes called Web interactivity has been widely adopted by 

researchers in e-Government and e-Education domains to evaluate how well Web sites 

facilitate the communications among Web site owners and users. Two organizations, the 

United Nations Online Network in Public Administration and Finance (UNPAN; 

www.unpan.org) and the European Commission's IST program (www.cordis.lu/ist/) have 

conducted large-scale studies to evaluate the interactivity of government Web sites of 

major countries in the world. The web interactivity attributes can be summarized into 

three categories: one-to-one-level interactivity, community-level interactivity, and 

transaction-level interactivity.  

The one-to-one-level interactivity attributes measure how well the Web sites support 

individual users to give feedback to the Web site owners (e.g., provide email contact, 

provide guest book functions, etc.). The community-level interactivity attributes measure 

how well the Web sites support the two-way interaction between site owners and multiple 
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users (e.g., use of forums, online chat rooms, etc.). The transaction-level interactivity 

measures how well users are allowed to finish tasks electronically on the Web sites (e.g., 

online purchasing, online donation, etc).  

Chou’s (2003) study proposed a detailed four-level framework to analyze 

e-Education Web site’s level of advancement and effectiveness. Attributes in the first 

level (called learner-interface interaction) of Chou’s framework are very similar to the 

technical sophistication attributes used in Palmer and David’s (1998) study. Attributes in 

the other three levels (learner-content interaction, learner-instructor interaction, and 

learner-learner interaction) of Chou’s framework are similar to the three-level Web 

interactivity attributes used in the e-Government evaluation projects as mentioned above. 

To date, no study has employed the technical sophistication, media richness, and Web 

interactivity attributes as well as the WAES framework in the extremism domain.  We 

believe that these Web content analysis metrics can be applied in extremist Web site 

analysis to deepen our understanding of the extremists’ tactical use of the Web.   

5.3. Proposed Methodology: Dark Web Collection and Analysis 

The research questions postulated in our study are: 

 What design features and attributes are necessary to build a highly relevant and 

comprehensive Dark Web collection for intelligence and analysis purposes? 

 For extremist Web sites, what are the levels of technical sophistication in their 
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system design? 

 For extremist Web sites, what are the levels of richness in their online content?  

 For extremist Web sites, what are the levels of Web interactivity to support individual, 

community, and transaction interactions? 

To study the research questions, we propose a Dark Web analysis methodology 

which contains several components: a systematic procedure for collection building and 

monitoring Dark Web contents and a Dark Web Attribute System to enable quantitative 

analysis of Dark Web content (see Figure 5.1). 

 

Figure 5.1: The Dark Web collection building and content analysis framework 

5.3.1. Dark Web Collection Building 

The first step towards studying extremists’ tactical use of the Web is to build a 
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high-quality Dark Web collection. To ensure the quality of our collection, based on our 

review of Web collection building methodologies, we propose to use a semi-automated 

approach to collecting Dark Web contents (Reid et al., 2004). Our collection build 

approach contains the following steps (see Figure 5.2): 
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Terrorism Lexicon
(Organization names, leader names, slogans, special keywords…

(FBI, US State Department, UN Security
Council, etc)

(ATC, MEMRI, Dartmouth, Norwegian
Research, etc)

(FBI, US State Department,
UN Security Council, etc)

(ATC, MEMRI,
Dartmouth, Norwegian
Research, etc)

(Google, Yahoo, etc)

Initial Seed URLs

Expanded URLs

URL Filtering

In/Out-link Expansion Terrorist Forum
Analysis

URL Expansion

Automatic Web Crawler
(Download multilingual, multimedia Web contents)

Dark Web Collection

 

Figure 5.2: The Dark Web Collection Building Approach 

1) Identify extremist groups: Defining extremism is complicated by the fact that 

people almost never define themselves as extremists and the use of the label by others 
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often has political overtones. We start the collection building process by identifying the 

groups that are considered by authoritative sources as extremist groups. The sources 

include government agency reports (e.g., U.S. State Department reports, FBI reports, 

government reports from United Kingdom, Australia, Japan, and P. R. China, etc.), 

authoritative organization reports (e.g., U.S. Committee for A Free Lebanon, 

Counter-Terrorism Committee of the UN Security Council, etc.), and studies published 

by extremism research centers such as the Anti-Terrorism Coalition (ATC), the Middle 

East Media Research Institute (MEMRI), Dartmouth College, etc.). Information such as 

extremist group names, leader names, and extremist jargons are identified from the 

sources to create a extremism keyword lexicon for use in the next step. 

2) Identify extremist group URLs: We manually identify a set of seed extremist 

group URLs from two sources. First, extremist group URLs can be directly identified 

from the authoritative sources and literatures used in the first step. Second, extremist 

group URLs can be identified by using the extremism keyword lexicon to query major 

search engines on the Web. The identified set of extremist group URLs will serve as the 

seed URLs for the next step. 

3) Expand extremist URL set through link and forum analysis: After identifying the 

seed URLs, out-links and in-links of the seed URLs were automatically extracted using 

link-analysis programs. The out-links are extracted from the HTML contents of “favorite 
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link” pages under the seed Web sites. The in-links are extracted from Google in-link 

search service through Google API. Automatic out-link and in-link expansion is an 

effective way to expand the scope of our collection. We also have language experts who 

browse the contents of extremist supporting forums and extract the extremist URLs 

posted by extremist supporters. Because bogus or unrelated Web sites can make their way 

into our collection through the expansion, we have developed a robust filtering process 

based on evidence and clues from the Web sites. Aside from sites which explicitly 

identify themselves as the official sites of a extremist organization or one of its members, 

a Web site that contains even minor praise of or adopts ideologies espoused by a 

extremist group is included in our collection.  

4) Download extremist Web site contents: Once the extremist Web sites are identified, 

a program is used to automatically download all their contents. Unlike the tools used in 

previous studies, our program was designed to download not only the textual files (e.g., 

HTML, TXT, PDF, etc.) but also multimedia files (e.g., images, video, audio, etc.) and 

dynamically generated Web files (e.g., PHP, ASP, JSP, etc.).  Moreover, because 

extremist organizations set up forums within their Web sites whose contents are of special 

value to research communities, our program also can automatically log into the forums 

and download the dynamic forum contents. The automatic downloading method allows 

us to effectively build Dark Web collections with millions of documents. This would 
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greatly increase the comprehensiveness of our Dark Web study.  

To keep the Dark Web collection comprehensive and up-to-date, Steps 2 to 4 are 

periodically repeated. Collections built using such a recursive procedure can also provide 

information about the evolution and diffusion of the Dark Web. 

5.3.2. Dark Web Content Analysis: The Dark Web Attribute System (DWAS) 

Instead of using observation-based qualitative analysis approaches (Thomas, 2003), we 

propose a systematic approach to enable the quantitative study of extremist groups’ use of 

the Web. The proposed Dark Web Attribute System is similar to the WAES framework in 

Demchak and Friis’ study (2000). However, instead of the openness attributes used in 

WAES, our framework focuses on the attributes that could help us better understand the 

level of advancement and effectiveness of extremists’ Web usage, namely, the technical 

sophistication attributes, the content richness attributes (an extension of the traditional 

media richness attributes), and the Web interactivity attributes. Based on previous 

literatures in e-Commerce (Palmer & David, 1998), e-Government (Demchak & Friis, 

2004), and e-Education domains (Cho, 2004), we selected 13 technical sophistication 

attributes, five content richness attributes, and 11 Web interactivity attributes for our 

DWAS framework. A list of these attributes is summarized in Tables 3a-3c. 

1) Technical sophistication (TS) attributes: The technical sophistication attributes can 

be grouped into four categories as shown in Table 3a. The first category of four attributes, 
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called basic HTML technique attributes, measures how well the basic HTML layout 

techniques (i.e., lists, tables, frames, and forms) are applied in Web sites to organize Web 

contents. The second category, called embedded media attributes, measures how the Web 

sites deliver their information to the user in multimedia formats such as images, 

animations, and audio/video clips. The third category of three attributes, called advanced 

HTML attributes, measures how well advanced HTML techniques such as DHTML, 

SHTML, predefined and self-defined script functions (e.g., JavaScript, VBScript, etc.) are 

applied to implement security and dynamic functionalities. The last category, called 

dynamic Web programming attributes, measures how dynamic Web programming 

languages such as PHP, ASP, and JSP are utilized to implement dynamic interaction 

functionalities such as user login, online request or application, and online transaction 

processing. The four technical sophistication attributes and the associated sub-attributes 

are present in most of the Dark Web sites we collected. 

Table 5.3.a: Technical Sophistication Attributes 
TS Attributes Weights 

Use of Lists 1 
Use of Tables 2 
Use of Frames 2 

Basic HTML 
Techniques 

Use of Forms 1.5 
Use of Background Image 1 
Use of Background Music 2 

Embedded 
Multimedia 

Use of Stream Audio/Video 3.5 
Use of DHTML/SHTML 2.5 Advanced 

HTML Use of Predefined Script Functions 2 
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 Use of Self-defined Script Functions 4.5 
Use of CGI 2.5 
Use of PHP 4.5 

Dynamic Web 
Programming 

Use of JSP/ASP 5.5 

 

The presence of different attributes indicates different level of technical 

sophistication. For example, a Web site which uses JSP techniques should be considered 

more technically sophisticated than a site which only uses static HTML. Different 

weights should be assigned to the attributes to reflect the differences (Chou, 2003). We 

determined the weights based on Web experts’ opinions collected through an email survey. 

Surveys were sent to Web masters and network administrators of several Web sites 

belonging to the University of Arizona and they were encouraged to forward the survey 

to their Web master colleagues. In the survey, we asked the experts to give each of our 

attributes a weight of 1 to 10 (1 is the least advanced/sophisticated). Six experts sent their 

responses back to us. For each attribute, the average weight assigned by the experts was 

used in the final framework. Among the six experts, two are Web masters of academia 

Web sites, two are Web masters of commercial Web sites, one is a Web developer in a 

commercial company, and the last one is a professor teaching Web development courses 

in a university. On average, they have seven years of professional experience in Web 

technology. To ensure the reliability of the weights, we conducted reliability test on the 

experts’ answers. The reliability score (Cronbach’s alpha) calculated for the experts’ 
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answers was 0.89 which was well above the 0.70 required for acceptable scale reliability 

(Nunnally, 1978). The TS attributes and their weights are summarized in Tables 3a. 

2) Content richness (CR) attributes: In traditional media richness studies, researchers 

only focused on the variety of media used to deliver information (Trevino et al., 1987; 

Palmer & Griffith, 1998). However, to have a deep understanding of the richness of Dark 

Web contents, we would like to measure not only the variety of the media but also the 

amount of information delivered by each type of media. In our study, we expand the 

media richness concept by taking the volume of information into consideration. More 

specifically, as shown in Table 3b, we calculated the average number of four types of 

Web elements: hyperlinks, downloadable documents, images, and video/audio files, as 

the indication of Dark Web content richness. 

Table 5.3.b: Content Richness Attributes 
CR Attributes Scores 
Hyperlink # Hyperlinks 
File/Software Download # Downloadable documents 
Image  # Images 
Video/Audio File # Video/Audio Files 

 

3) Web interactivity (WI) attributes: For the Web interactivity attributes (see Table 

3c), we followed the standard built by the UNPAN and the European Commission's IST 

program as well as Chou’s (2003) work to group the attributes into three levels: the 

one-to-one interactivity level, the community level interactivity, and the transaction level 
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interactivity. The one-to-one level interactivity contains five attributes (i.e., Email 

Feedback, Email List, Contact Address, Feedback Form, and Guest Book) that provide 

basic one-to-one communication channels for Dark Web users to contact the extremist 

Web site owners (see Table 3c).  The community-level interactivity contains three 

attributes (i.e., Private Message, Online Forum, and Chat Room) that allow Dark Web site 

owners and users to engage in synchronized many-to-many communications with each 

other. The transaction-level interactivity contains three attributes (i.e., Online Shop, 

Online Payment, and Online Application Form) that allow Dark Web users to complete 

tasks such as donating to extremist groups, applying for group membership, etc. The 

presence of these attributes in the Dark Web sites indicates how well extremists utilize 

Internet technology to facilitate their communications with their supporters. 

Similar to the TS attributes, different weights should be assigned to the WI attributes 

to indicate their different levels of support on communications. We asked Web experts to 

assign weights of 1 to 10 to the WI attributes in the same email survey where the TS 

attributes weights were determined. The WI attributes and their weights are summarized 

in Table 3c. 

Table 5.3.c: Web Interactivity Attributes 
WI Attributes Weights  

One-to-one Interactivity 
Email Feedback 1.75  
Email List 2.25  
Contact Address 1.25  
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Feedback Form 2.75  
Guest Book 1.5  

Community-level Interactivity 
Private Message 4.25  
Online Forum 4.25  
Chat Room 4.75  

Transaction-level Interactivity 
Online Shop 4  
Online Payment 4  
Online Application Form 4  

 

We developed strategies to efficiently and accurately identify the presence of the 

DWAS attributes from Dark Web sites. The TS and CR attributes are marked by HTML 

tags in page contents or file extension names in the page URL strings. For example, an 

HTML tag “<image>” indicates that an image is inserted into the page content. A URL 

string ending with “.jsp” indicates that the page utilizes JSP technology. We developed 

programs to automatically analyze Dark Web page contents and URL strings to extract 

the presence of the TS and CR attributes. Since there are no clear indications or rules that 

a program could follow to identify WI attributes from Dark Web contents with a high 

degree of accuracy, we developed a set of coding scheme to allow human coders to 

identify their presence in Dark Web sites. Technical sophistication, content richness, and 

Web interactivity scores are calculated for each Web site based on the presence of the 

attributes to indicate how advanced and effective the site is in terms of supporting 
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extremist groups’ communications and interactions. 

5.4. Case Study 

To test our methodology, we conducted a case study to collect and analyze the Web 

presence of major Middle Eastern extremist groups. We also conducted a benchmark 

comparison between the extremist Web sites and U.S. federal and state government Web 

sites to evaluate the extremist organizations’ online capabilities. The extremist groups we 

studied mainly included Islamic extremist groups rooted in Middle Eastern countries, for 

example, Al Qaeda, Palestinian Islamic Jihad, and Hamas, etc. These extremist groups are 

the focus of most current counter-extremism studies. We chose U.S. government Web 

sites as benchmarks because government Web sites and extremist Web sites have 

common overall objectives - to inform the public about their goals, programs, and 

strategies. To achieve this objective, similar Web features must be implemented in both 

government and extremist Web sites. Furthermore, the U.S. government was ranked the 

top in the world by the CyPRG group (http://www.cyprg.arizona.edu/) in terms of Web 

technical sophistication and interactivity. With the U.S. government Web sites as 

high-standard benchmarks, we can better understand the extremist Web sites’ levels of 

technical advancement and effectiveness.  
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5.4.1. Building Dark Web Research Testbed 

Following the collection building procedure discussed in Section 3.1, we created a 

Middle Eastern extremist Web site collection and a U.S. government Web site collection 

as the testbeds for this study.  

The Middle Eastern extremist Web collection was created in June of 2004. We 

identified 36 Middle Eastern extremist groups from authoritative sources mentioned in 

Section 3.1. Based on the information of these extremist groups, we constructed a lexicon 

of Middle Eastern extremism keywords with the help of Arabic language experts. 

Examples of relevant keywords include extremist leaders’ names such as “بن المجاهد الشيخ 

 Khalq“) ”خلق ايران“ extremist groups’ names such as ,(Sheikh Mujahid bin Laden) ”الدن

Iran”), and special words used by extremists such as “حرب صليبية” (“Crusader’s War”) and 

 This lexicon was used to query major search engines for .(”Infidels“) ”الكفار“

identification and retrieval of extremist groups’ URLs. The URLs identified from the 

search engines, together with the extremist URLs listed in the extremism literature and 

reports, served as seed URLs for the out-link and in-link expansion process. We 

performed a one level deep in-link expansion using Google’s in-link search tool and a 

level deep out-link expansion. After carefully filtering the expansion results, we obtained 

the URLs of 86 Middle-Eastern extremist Web sites. Using SpidersRUs, a digital library 

building toolkit developed by our group, we collected about 222,000 multimedia Web 
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documents from the identified extremist Web sites.  

Table 5.4 summarizes the detailed file type breakdown of the extremist collection. 

179,223 out of the total 222,687 documents in the extremist collection are indexable files. 

These are textual files such HTML files, plain text files, PDF/Word documents, and 

dynamic files generated by Web applications (e.g., ASP, JSP, etc.). Interestingly, the 

majority of indexable files (130,972 files out of 179,223 total files) in the extremist 

collection are dynamic files. We conducted a preliminary analysis on the contents of these 

dynamic files and found that most dynamic files were forum postings. This indicates that 

online forums play an important role in extremists’ Web usage. Other than indexable files, 

multimedia files also make a significant presence in the extremist collection. While the 

quantity of multimedia files is not as large as the indexable files, multimedia files are the 

largest category in the collection in terms of their volume. This indicates heavy use of 

multimedia technologies in extremist Web sites. The last two categories, archive files 

(1,281 files) and non-standard files (7,019 files), made up less than 5% of the collection. 

Archive files are compressed file packages such .zip files and .rar files. They could be 

password-protected. Non-standard files are files that cannot be recognized by the 

Windows operating system. These files may be of special interest of extremism 

researchers and experts because they could be encrypted information created by 

extremists. Further analysis is needed to study the contents of these two types of files. 
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Table 5.4: Middle-Eastern Extremist Web Collection File Types  
Extremist Collection # Files Volume (Bytes) 
Grand Total 222,687 12,362,050,865 
Indexable Files Total 179,223 4,854,971,043 

HTML Files 44,334 1,137,725,685 
Word Files 278 16,371,586 
PDF Files 3,145 542,061,545 
Dynamic Files 130,972 3,106,537,495 
Text Files 390 45,982,886 
PowerPoint Files 6 6,087,168 

 

XML Files 98 204,678 
Multimedia Files Total  35,164 5,915,442,276 

Image Files 31,691 525,986,847 
Audio Files 2,554 3,750,390,404 

 

Video Files 919 1,230,046,468 
Archive Files 1,281 483,138,149 
Non-Standard Files 7,019 1,108,499,397 

 

The benchmark U.S. government Web collection was built in July of 2004. All 92 

federal and state government URLs under Yahoo! “Government” category were selected 

as seed URLs. Around 277,000 Web documents were automatically collected from these 

government Web sites using the SpidersRUs toolkit. The detailed file type breakdown of 

the U.S. government Web collection is summarized in Table 5. The file type distribution 

of the government collection is similar to the extremist collection. Indexable files 

(221,684 files) are the largest category, majority of which are dynamic files (145,590 

files). However, in the government collection, we did not find as many forum postings as 
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in the extremist collection. Many dynamic files in the government collection are articles 

dynamically retrieved from large document database on users’ request. Multimedia files 

also have a significant presence in the government collection, indicating heavy 

multimedia usage in government Web sites.  

Table 5.5: U.S. Government Web Collection File Types  
U.S. Government Collection # Files Volume (Bytes) 
Grand Total 277,274 19,341,345,384 
Indexable Files Total 221,684 6,502,288,302 

HTML Files 71,518 2,632,912,620 
Word Files 298 210,906,045 
PDF Files 841 663,293,376 
Dynamic Files 145,590 2,071,734,849 
Text Files 2,878 555,403,447 
Excel Files 4 98,560 
PowerPoint Files 5 725,017 

 

XML Files 554 367,214,389 
Multimedia Files Total 49,582 10,835,029,216 

Image Files 45,707 850,011,712 
Audio Files 3,429 8,153,419,931 

 

Video Files 449 1,831,597,573 
Archive Files 538 286,312,990 
Non-Standard Files 5,471 1,717,714,876 

5.4.2. Collection Analysis and Benchmark Comparison 

Following the DWAS approach, presence of the technical sophistication and media 

richness attributes was automatically extracted from the collections using programs. 

Presence of the Web interactivity attributes was extracted from each Web site by language 
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experts based on the coding scheme in DWAS. Because of the time limitation, language 

experts only examined the top two level Web pages in each Web site. For each Web site 

in the two collections, three scores (technical sophistication, content richness, and Web 

interactivity) were calculated based on the presence of the attributes and their 

corresponding weights in DWAS. Statistical analysis was conducted to compare the 

advancement/effectiveness scores achieved by the extremist collection and the U.S. 

government collection. 

5.4.2.1. Benchmark Comparison Results: Technical Sophistication 

The technical sophistication comparison results are shown in Table 6. The results showed 

that: 

The U.S. government Web sites are significantly more advanced than the extremist 

Web sites in terms of basic HTML techniques (p < 0.0001). Government agencies paid 

much attention to the design of their Web sites and they used many of the HTML features 

to organize their Web contents. Extremists, on the other hand, did not organize the 

contents on their Web sites very well. 

The U.S. government Web sites are significantly more advanced than the extremist 

Web sites in terms of utilizing dynamic Web programming languages (p = 0.0066). Most 

government Web sites employed Web programming technologies (e.g. PHP, ASP, JSP, 

etc.) to implement functionalities such as user login, online application, online purchase, 
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etc. Few extremist Web sites implemented such dynamic functionalities. 

There is no significant difference between the extremist Web sites and the U.S. 

government Web sites in terms of applying advanced HTML techniques at a significant 

level of 0.05 (p = 0.139).  

The extremist Web sites have a significantly higher level of embedded media usage 

than the U.S. government Web sites (p = 0.0027). This unique characteristic of extremist 

Web sites is discussed in detail below. 

When taking all four sets of attributes into consideration, there is no different 

between the technical sophistication of the Middle-Eastern extremist Web and the U.S. 

government Web sites at a significant level of 0.05 (p = 0.06). 

Table 5.6: Technical Sophistication Comparison Results 
Weighted Average Score TS Attributes 
U.S. Extremist 

t-Test Result 

Basic HTML Techniques 0.9130434 0.710526 p < 0.0001** 
Embedded Multimedia  0.565217 0.833333 p = 0.0027** 
Advanced HTML 1.789855 1.771929 p = 0.139 
Dynamic Web Programming 2.159420 1.407894 p = 0.0066** 
Average 1.356884 1.180921 p = 0.06 

 ** Significant level is at 0.05 

 

The extensive use of media in extremist groups’ Web sites is of special interest. 

While the extremist groups’ are not as good as the U.S. government in terms of 

organizing their Web pages into clear layouts or implementing dynamic Web 
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functionalities, they employed a significantly higher level of embedded multimedia 

techniques, especially images and audio/video clips, to catch the interests of their target 

audience. In the extremist groups’ collection, 46% of the Web sites embedded 

audio/video clips into their pages, while only 29% of the U.S. government Web sites 

provided audio/video clips.  

Multimedia content is more attractive and tends to leave a stronger impression on 

people than pure textual content. For example, militant Islamic group Hamas foments a 

violent resistance to their “enemies” by disseminating graphic posters on their Web sites 

(see Figure 3). Moreover, extremists often post images, audio, or video clips from their 

leaders or martyrs to boost the spirit of their members and supporters. For example, 

Osama bin Laden’s portrait appears in homepages of many Middle Eastern extremist Web 

sites. Recently, posters of the Iraqi extremist leader Abu Mus’ab Zarqawi who is 

suspected to be responsible for the beheading of several western hostages can also be 

found in Middle-Eastern extremist Web sites (see Figure 4). These posters explicitly 

mention that Abu Mus’ab Zarqawi is a “beheader” and praise his brutal killing of 

innocents as a way to protect Iraq. Extremists also post images and audio/video clips of 

their “martyrdom operations” as a way to demonstrate their resolve to fight their enemies 

and inspire their supporters. Many movie clips of several suicide bombing attacks in Iraq 

were posted by extremists in one of the extremist online forums 
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(http://wwwlb.dm.net.lb/ubb/Forum4/) to show off their “triumph over the U.S. invaders.”  

The“Fighting Islamic Group” guerilla posted a set of detailed documentations with 

pictures describing their assassination attempt of Libyan president Mu’amar Kdhafi and 

praising the “heroism” of their members (see Figure 5).  

The multimedia content posted on extremist Web sites is not only for extremist 

supporters but for enemies. For example, the video clip of American Nicholas Berg being 

beheaded was spread to the public from a Malaysian extremist Web site. The video of the 

final minutes of another American hostage, Robert Jacobs, was first posted on Middle 

Eastern militant group’s Web sites. We also found that an Iraqi extremist group posted 

pictures of executed “traitors” on their Web sites, warning other Iraqi people not to 

cooperate with the U.S. Forces. Materials of such nature are usually considered to be too 

shocking to televise by most TV news producers. However through the Internet, 

extremists have successfully spread these gruesome materials to as many people as 

possible, especially in the West where Internet use is more common.  
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Figure 5.3: A Hamas poster inviting men to join their military struggle. The text on the 
poster says “Have you fought for the sake of God? You say no. Then you should have 
your mouth shot.” Source: http://www.palestine-info.com 
 

 
Figure 5.4: A poster depicting extremist leader in Iraq, Abu Mus’ab Zarqawi. The text on 
the poster says “Emir Zarqawi, may God save him. Eagle of Iraq, volcano of Jihad, and 
the beheader.”  Source: http://www.islamic-f.net/vb/ 

5.4.2.2. Benchmark Comparison Results: Content Richness 

The content richness comparison results are summarized in Table 7. The results showed 

that: 

The U.S. government Web sites provided significantly more hyperlinks (p < 0.0001), 

downloadable documents (p = 0.0103), and video/audio clips (p < 0.0001) than the 

extremist Web sites. 

The U.S. government Web sites provided more images than the extremist Web sites; 

but the difference is not significant at a significant level of 0.05.  

Overall, the extremist Web sites are not as good as the U.S. government Web sites in 

terms of content richness (p < 0.0001) because the volumes of contents in extremist Web 
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sites are often smaller than U.S. government Web sites.  

Table 5.7: Content Richness Comparison Results 
Average Counts per Sites CR Attributes 
U.S. Extremist 

t-Test Result 

Hyperlink 3513.254654 3172.658483 p < 0.0001** 
Downloaded Documents 400.9674532 151.868427 p = 0.0103** 
Image  582.352456 540.0484563 p = 0.466 
Video/Audio File 91.55434783 50.9736828 p < 0.0001** 

  ** Significant level is at 0.05 

 

The content richness comparison results are not contradictory with the technical 

sophistication comparison results. The content richness results showed that the U.S. 

government Web sites provide a larger volume of multimedia content; while the technical 

sophistication results indicated that a higher percentage of extremist groups’ Web sites 

provide multimedia contents. The extremist Web sites also utilize more advanced 

technology to deliver their multimedia contents.   

One possible explanation for the smaller volume of multimedia content provided by 

the extremist groups’ Web sites is the lower capacity and instability of extremists’ Web 

servers. Unlike the U.S. government Web sites which are usually hosted on dedicated 

Web servers, many of the extremist groups’ Web sites in our collection are hosted on Web 

servers provided by free public ISPs such as Geocities. The public Web servers usually 

have restrictions on the size and bandwidth of the Web sites they host. The restrictions 

would limit extremist groups’ ability to host multimedia information on their Web sites. 
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The instability of the extremist groups’ Web sites also makes it difficult for them to host 

multimedia information. Many Web sites frequently move their Web contents to other 

Web servers because their old sites were shut down by ISPs or hacked. While textual Web 

pages can be quickly and easily duplicated to the new servers, multimedia documents are 

more difficult to transfer and more prone to loss because of their larger size. 

Nevertheless, extremist groups still manage to host a considerable amount of 

downloadable documents and multimedia information on their Web sites. These media 

cover a wide variety of topics ranging from propaganda campaigns to tutorials of weapon 

operations and guerilla tactics. For example, the Web site of extremist cleric sheikh 

Hamed Al Ali (see Figure 5) hosts a list of audio clips consisting of preaching in the 

Salafi ideology and political issues. The Anbaar Iraqi extremist group’s Web site (see 

Figure 6) provides a collection of songs and hymns praising the “Holy war” that they are 

conducting.  
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Figure 5.5: A list of audio clips posted on extremist Web site. Source: 
http://www.h-alali.net 
 

 
Figure 5.6: “Holy war” songs and hymns presented on Extremist Web site. Source: 
http://www.anbaar.net/audio 

5.4.2.3. Benchmark Comparison Results: Web Interactivity 

Table 5.8 summarizes the Web interactivity comparison results. The results showed that: 

In terms of supporting one-to-one interactivity, the U.S. government agencies are 

doing significantly better than extremist Web sites by providing their contact information 

(e.g., email, mail address, etc.) on their sites (p = 0.024). Because of their covert nature, 

extremist groups seldom disclose their contact information on their Web sites. 

In terms of support community-level interactivity, extremist Web sites are doing 

significantly better than government Web sites by providing online forums and chat 

rooms (p = 0.0025). Few government agencies provided such online forum and chat room 

support on their Web sites. 
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Our experts did not identify transaction-level interactivity in extremist Web sites, 

although such interactivity might be hidden in their sites. 

Taking both one-to-one and community level interactivity into consideration, we did 

not find significant difference between the extremist Web sites and the U.S. government 

Web sites (p = 0.056) at a significant level of 0.05.  

Table 5.8: Web Interactivity Comparison Results 
Weighted Average Score WI Attributes  
U.S. Extremist 

t-Test Result 

One-to-one 0.342857 0.292169 p = 0.024* 
Community 0.028571 0.168675 p = 0.0025** 
Transaction 0.3 Not presented   
Average (Transaction not 
included) 

0.185714 0.230422 p = 0.056 

  ** Significant level is at 0.05 

 

Several previous studies implied that extremists are relying on Internet-based 

communication tools such as online chat rooms and forums to facilitate their daily 

communication, command and control, and even operation planning and coordination 

(Zhou et al., 2005; Whine, 1999; FBIS, 1995). Our results further confirmed these 

observations. The Middle Eastern extremist groups are very active in terms of hosting 

and maintaining online forums and bulletin boards. Among the largest 

extremist-supporting forum that we have been monitoring, www.shawati.com has 31,894 

registered forum members and 418,196 posts; www.kuwaitchat.net has 11,531 registered 
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members and 624,694 posts. Not all of the forum members are extremists. Many of them 

are just supporters or sympathizers. Members of these large forums participate in daily 

discussions, express their support of the extremist groups, and reinforce each other’s 

beliefs in the extremist groups’ courses. They sometimes can get messages directly from 

active members of extremist groups. For example, messages from the Iraqi extremist 

leader, Abu Mus’ab Zarqawi can often be found in online forum www.islamic-f.net (see 

Figure 7).  These dynamic forums provide snapshots of extremist groups’ activities, 

communications, ideologies, relationships, and evolutionary developments. 

 

Figure 5.7: Sample extremist forum postings. Source: www.islamic-f.net 

5.5. Conclusions and Future Directions 

In this study, we proposed a systematic procedure to collect Dark Web contents and a 

Dark Web Attribute System (DWAS) to enable quantitative analysis of extremist’s tactical 

use of the Internet. The automatic collection building and content analysis components 

The message is in “zip” format 
and can be downloaded from 
multiple external servers. 

Posted by Abu Acid (forum member): Allah 
(God) is the greatest, a new message from 
sheikh Abu Mus’ab Zarqawi, the Emir of 
Al-Qaeda in Mesopotamia (Iraq). 
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used in the proposed methodology allow the efficient collection and analysis of thousands 

of Dark Web documents. This enables our Dark Web study to achieve a high level of 

comprehensiveness than previous manual approaches. Furthermore, the DWAS is a 

systematic framework that, we believe, brings more insights into extremist groups’ 

Internet usages than previous observation-based studies provided.  

Using the proposed collection building procedure and framework, we built a 

high-quality Middle Eastern extremist groups Web collection and benchmarked it against 

the U.S. government Web site collection. The results showed that extremist groups 

adopted similar levels of Web technologies as U.S. government agencies. Moreover, 

extremists had a strong emphasis on multimedia usage and their Web sites employed 

significantly more sophisticated multimedia technologies than government Web sites. We 

also found that extremists seem to be as effective as the U.S. government agencies in 

terms of supporting communications and interaction using Web technologies. More 

specifically, extremists make heavy use of Web forums to facilitate their communication 

and coordination.  

Our study provides insights for policy-makers to better apply counter-extremism 

measures on the Web. Our results showed that Internet technologies, especially forums 

and chat rooms, have become a major means for extremists to reach out to a broad 

audience. They have invested a significant amount of efforts and technical expertise into 
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building their Web infrastructure. Regulations and limitations must be applied to 

commercial ISPs and free Web space providers such that extremists would be able to 

easily acquire the Web resources they need. Security and law-enforcement experts should 

also pay more attention to extremists’ online communication. We identified very high 

level of communicative activities in extremist forums in our collection. Some documents 

in our collection were not readable using conventional applications. Some of these 

documents might contain hidden information from extremists. Monitoring and 

deciphering such hidden messages may help intervene extremist communication and 

prevent extremism attacks. Furthermore, we believe that the proposed Dark Web research 

methodology could also contribute to the extremism research domains. The richness of 

the Dark Web contents calls for more studies being devote to this domain to help enrich 

our understanding of extremists’ Internet usage, online propaganda campaigns, and their 

psychological warfare strategies.  

We have several future research directions to pursue. First, we plan to experiment 

with better data analysis methods and collaborate with other extremism domain experts to 

better analyze and interpret our study results. For example, for the content richness 

comparisons, we would like to conduct a more detailed study to compare the richness of 

extremist Web sites to government Web sites based on the percentage of each type of 

media in the overall contents. We also plan to conduct a cross-comparison which takes 
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both the TS and WI attributes into consideration to gain more insight about the 

correlation of these attributes. Second, we plan to cooperate with Web technology experts 

to further improve the DAWS by incorporating additional attributes and adjusting the 

relevant weights. Third, we plan to expand the scope of our study by conducting a 

comparative analysis of extremist groups’ Web sites across different regions of the world. 

We also plan to conduct a time series analysis study on the Dark Web to analyze the 

evolution and diffusion of extremist groups’ Web presence. Last but not least, we also 

plan to explore more advanced machine-learning techniques to detect the technology and 

media usage pattern in extremist Web sites to gain more insights into extremists’ 

technology usage. 
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CHAPTER 6. STUDYING EXTREMIST ORGANIZATIONS’ INTERNET 

PRESENCE USING THE DARK WEB ATTRIBUTE SYSTEM: A 

THREE-REGION EMPIRICAL STUDY 

6.1. Introduction 

In Chapter 5, we introduced a quantitative Dark Web content analysis tool called the Dark 

Web Attribute System (DWAS) and tested it by applying the DWAS in the study of the 

major Middle Eastern extremist organizations’ Internet usage. The results showed that the 

DWAS is an effective tool to study the level of sophistication and effectiveness of 

organizations’ Internet usage. The high level of automation in the DWAS leads to high 

efficiency, making the analysis of very large Web collection possible. In this chapter, we 

describe a large scale empirical study on the Internet usage of global extremist 

organizations’ Internet usage using the DWAS. Covering all major extremist 

organizations rooted in North America, Latin America, and Middle Eastern countries, this 

study is an extension of the case study described in Chapter 5 further demonstrates the 

effectiveness and efficiency of the DWAS in analysis extremely large Web collections.  

Global extremist organizations, ranging from U.S. domestic racist and militia groups 

to Latin American guerrilla groups and Islamic military groups, have created thousands 
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of Web sites that support psychological warfare, fundraising, recruitment, and distribution 

of propaganda materials. From those Web sites, supporters can download multimedia 

training materials, buy games, T-shirts, and music CDs, and access forums and chat 

services such as PalTalk (Bowers, 2004; Muriel, 2004; Weimann, 2004; SITE, 2004). 

Such Web sites are technically supported by those who are Internet Savvy to provide 

sophisticated propaganda images and videos via proxy servers to mask ownerships 

(Armstrong & Forde, 2003; El Deeb, 2004; SITE, 2004 p.12). As posited by Jenkins 

(2004), through operating their own Web sites and online forums, extremists have 

effectively created their sophisticated “terror news network.”   

Studying the sophistication of global extremist organizations’ Web presence would 

allow us to better understand extremist organizations’ technical sophistication, their 

access to information technology related resources, and their propaganda plans. However, 

due to the covert nature of the Dark Web and the lack of efficient automatic 

methodologies to monitor and analyze large amount of Web contents, few previous 

research have attempted to study the extremist organizations’ Web sites on a global scale. 

Scope of existing Dark Web studies was often limited by the low efficiency of manual 

analysis approaches. Many basic questions about global Dark Web development remain 

unanswered. For example, do different organizations have different level of 

sophistications in terms of their Internet usage? How effective have they been using the 
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Internet technologies in terms of supporting communications and propaganda activities?  

In order to gain a more comprehensive understanding of the global Dark Web 

development, in this chapter, we explore an integrated approach for collecting and 

monitoring Dark Web contents. We employed automatic Web crawling techniques to 

build a comprehensive Dark Web collection which covers Web sites created by more than 

200 domestic and international extremist organizations.  We then applied a systematic 

content analysis methodology called the Dark Web Attribute System (Qin et al., 

forthcoming) to enable quantitative assessment of the technical sophistication and 

effectiveness of these extremist organizations’ Internet usage.  

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.2, we briefly review 

previous works on extremists’ use of the Web. In Section 6.3, we present our research 

questions and the proposed methodologies to study those questions. In Section 6.4, we 

describe the findings obtained from a case study of the analysis of technical 

sophistication, content richness, and Web interactivity features of major extremist 

organizations from three regions: North America, Latin American, and Middle Eastern 

countries. In the last section, we provide conclusions and discuss the future directions of 

this research. 
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6.2. Literature Review 

6.2.1. Extremism on the Internet 

Previous research showed that extremists mainly utilize the Internet to enhance their 

information operations surrounding propaganda, communication, and psychological 

warfare (Thomas, 2003; Denning, 2004; Weimann, 2004). According to Weimann (2004), 

almost all major extremist organizations in the world have established their presence on 

the Internet.  

Islamic militant organizations, such as Al Quaeda, Hamas, Hezbollah, etc., have been 

intensively utilizing the Internet to disseminate their anti-Western, anti-Israel propaganda, 

provide training materials to their supporters, plan their operations, and raise funds by 

selling goods through their Web sites (9/11 Commission Report, 2004; Waldman, 2004). 

The level of technical sophistication of the Islamic extremist organizations’ Web sites has 

been increasing according to Katz, who monitors Islamic fundamentalist Internet 

activities (Internet Haganah, 2005; SITE, 2004). 

Latin American guerrilla groups are also among the Internet-savvy extremist 

organizations. Mexico's Zapatista guerrillas have been rallying support online since their 

1994 uprising. Their Web site (http://www.ezln.org/) has long been a Lycos Web Points’ 

(http://point.lycos.com/) top 5% WWW sites and serves a mouthpiece for the organization. 

Other major Latin American extremist groups such as the Revolutionary Armed Forces of 
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Colombia (FARC) and the “Shining Path” in Peru also host their own Web sites 

containing scrolls of propaganda materials. 

U.S. domestic extremist and hate groups have also exploited Internet technology to 

enhance their operations and were among the early adopters of computer bulletin boards 

that eventually evolved into the Internet (Gerstenfeld et al., 2002).  Stormfront.org, a 

neo-Nazi’s Website set up in 1995, is considered the first major domestic “hate site” on 

the World Wide Web because of its depth of content and its presentation style which 

represented a new period for online right-wing extremism (Whine, 1997).  The 

neo-Nazis groups share a hatred for Jews and other minorities, and a love for Adolf Hitler 

and Nazi Germany. A social network analysis of extremist Websites revealed that the 

Stormfornt.org served as a central node that occupied a prominent position within the 

White Supremacist network (Burris et al., 2000).  

Extremist groups have sought to replicate or supplement the communication, 

fundraising, propaganda, recruitment, and training functions on the Web by building web 

sites with massive and dynamic online libraries of speeches, training manuals, and 

multimedia resources that are hyperlinked to other sites that share similar beliefs (Coll & 

Glasser, 2005; Weimann, 2004).  The Web sites are designed to communicate with 

diverse global audiences of members, sympathizers, media, enemies, and the public 

(Weimann, 2004). Since extremist organizations are active on the Internet, studying their 
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Web presence may help us develop a better understanding of the extremists themselves. 

6.2.2. Existing Dark Web Studies and Research Gaps 

In recent years, there have been studies on how extremist organizations use the Web to 

facilitate their activities (Zhou et al., 2005; Chen, et. al., 2004; ISTS, 2004; Thomas, 2003; 

Tsfati & Weimann, 2002; SITE, 2004; Weimann, 2004). For example, since the late 1990s, 

several organizations, such as SITE Institute, the Anti-Terrorism Coalition, and the 

Middle East Media Research Institute (MEMRI), started to monitor contents from 

extremist Web sites for research and intelligence purposes. However, due to the 

limitations of manual analysis approaches employed in those studies, the scopes of those 

studies have been limited to some selected groups. Table 2 lists some of the organizations 

that capture and analyze extremists’ Web sites grouped into three functional categories: 

archive, research center, and vigilante community.   

Table 6.1: Organizations that Capture and Analyze Extremists’ Web Sites 
Organization Description Access 

Archive 
1. Internet 
Archive (IA) 

1996-.  Collect open access 
HTML pages (every 2 mths.) 

Via http://www.archive.org

Research Center 
2. Anti-terrorism 
Coalition (ATC) 

2003-. Jihad Watch.  Has 448 
extremist Web sites & forums 

Via 
http://www.atcoalition.net 

3. Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) 
Lab, University 
of Arizona 

2003-. Spidering (every 2 mths.) to 
collect extremist Web sites. Has 
1000s Web sites: U.S. Domestic, 
Latin America, & Middle Eastern 

Via testbed portal called 
Dark Web Portal 
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Organization Description Access 
Web sites 

4. MEMRI 2003 -. Jihad & Terrorism Studies 
Project.  

Access reports via 
http://www.memri.org 

5. Site Institute 2003 -. Capture Web sites every 24 
hrs. Extensive collection of 1000s 
of files. 
 

Access reports & 
fee-based intelligence 
services 
http://siteinstitute.org 

6. Weimann 
(Univ. Haifa, 
Israel)  

1998 -. Capture Web sites daily. 
Extensive collection of 1000s of 
files. 

Closed collection 

Vigilante Community 
7. Internet 
Haganah 

2001-. Confronting the Global 
Jihad Project. Has 100s links to 
Web sites.   

Provides snapshots of 
terrorist Web sites 
http://haganah.us 

 

Except for the Artificial Intelligence (AI) Lab, none of the enumerated organizations 

seem to use automated methodologies for both collection building and analysis of 

extremist Web sites. Due to the low efficiency of the manual collection and analysis 

approaches, comprehensiveness of their analyses has been limited. In order to gain deeper 

understanding on global extremists’ use of the Internet, we believe it is important to 

analyze the technical sophistication, content richness, and Web interactivity of extremist 

Web sites on a global scale. 

6.2.3. Dark Web Collection Building 

The first step towards studying the extremist Web presence is to capture extremist Web 
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sites and store them in a repository for further analysis. Previous studies have suggested 

three types of approaches to collecting Web contents in specific domains: manual 

approach, automatic approach, and semiautomatic approach. In order to build the 

September 11 and Election 2002 Web Archives (Schneider et al., 2003), the Library of 

Congress manually collected relevant seed URLs and downloaded their contents. The 

limitation of such a manual approach is that it is time-consuming and inefficient. To 

archive Norwegian legal deposit documents on the Web, Albertsen (2003) used an 

automatic approach in the “Paradigma” project. They employed a focused Web crawler 

(Kleinberg et al., 1999), an automatic program that discovers and downloads Web sites in 

particular domains by following Web links. The automatic approach is more efficient than 

the manual approach; however, due to the limitations of current focused crawling 

techniques, automatic approaches often introduce noise (off-topic Web pages) into the 

collection. 

In order to ensure both quality and efficiency in collecting Dark Web contents, we 

proposed a semi-automatic Dark Web crawling approach which combined the accuracy of 

human experts and the efficiency of automatic Web crawlers (Zhou et al., 2004). The 

semi-automatic approach contains four major steps. First, a list of extremist organizations 

is identified from authoritative sources such as U.S. State Department report, FBI report, 

and UN security counsel. Then, URLs of Web sites created by these organizations are 
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identified either directly from the same authoritative sources or by searching the Internet 

using those organizations’ information (group name, leader names, jargons, etc.) as 

queries. The identified URLs form the initial seed URL set and this set are then further 

expanded through out-link and in-link expansion approaches. Last, the identified 

extremist Web sites are automatically downloaded using an intelligent Web crawler.  

Using this approach, we successfully created a comprehensive Dark Web testbed 

containing more than 100 Web sites created by extremists. We believe that this 

semiautomatic approach is most suitable for creating the comprehensive Dark Web 

collection for this study.   

6.2.4. Dark Web Content Analysis 

In order to reach an understanding of the various facets of extremists’ Web usage and 

communications, a systematic analysis of the Web sites’ content is required. Researchers 

in the extremism domain have used observation and content analysis to analyze Web site 

data.  In Bunt’s (2003) overview of Jihadi movements’ presence on the Web, he 

described the reaction of the global Muslim community to the content of extremist Web 

sites. His assessment of the influence such content had on Muslims and Westerners was 

based on a qualitative analysis of message contents extracted from Taliban and Al-Qaeda 

Web sites. Tsfati and Weimann (2002) conducted a content analysis of the characteristics 

of extremist groups’ communications. They said that the small size of their collection and 
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the descriptive nature of their research questions made a quantitative analysis infeasible.  

In order to enable quantitative study, we proposed a systematic Dark Web content 

analysis approach called the Dark Web Attribute System (DWAS) in Chapter 5. The 

DWAS extracts the appearances of specific attributes from extremist Web sites and 

assigns each Web site three scores to indicate their levels of technical sophistication, 

content richness, and Web interactivity. The attributes used in DWAS were identified 

from literatures in e-Commerce (Palmer & David, 1998), e-Government (Demchak & 

Friis, 2004), and e-Education (Cho, 2004) domains. Unlike most manual-based, 

qualitative content analysis approaches used in previous Dark Web studies, the DWAS 

employs programs to automatically identify the appearances of attributes and generate 

quantitative results. We successfully applied the DWAS to study the technical 

sophistication and effectiveness of Middle Eastern extremist organizations’ Internet usage. 

We believe that the DWAS is also an effective tool to study the extremist’s tactical use of 

the Internet on a global scale.   

6.3. Studying Global Extremist Organizations’ Internet Usage: A 

Three-Region Empirical Study 

Studying the Dark Web helps us deepen our understandings on the global extremism 

movements. However, traditional manual based Web analysis approaches were not 

efficient enough to conduct comprehensive Dark Web studies on a global scale. To 
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address this research gap, we propose a large scale empirical study on the technical 

sophistication and effectiveness of global extremist organizations’ Internet usage. To 

ensure the comprehensiveness, our study covers Web sites created by major extremist 

organizations from three geographical regions across the world: US domestic racist and 

hate groups, Latin American guerrilla and separatist groups, as well as Middle Eastern 

Islamic extremist groups. We also conducted cross-compared Web sites of different types 

of extremist groups to reveal the differences in extremist organizations’ online 

capabilities and strategies. 

The research questions postulated in our study are: 

 What design features and attributes are necessary to build a highly relevant and 

comprehensive global Dark Web collection for analysis purposes? 

 For extremist Web sites, what are the levels of technical sophistication, content 

richness, and interactivity? 

 What major differences exist between the characteristics of Web sites created by 

extremists from different regions with different ideologies? 

To study the research questions, we propose to use the Dark Web analysis 

methodology proposed in Chapter 5 and expand the scope of the study to a global level. 

Both the semi-automatic collection build approach and the DWAS have been shown as 

effective tools in our previous studies on the Middle Eastern extremist organizations’ Web 
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presence (Qin et al., forthcoming). 

6.3.1. Dark Web Collection Building 

To ensure the quality of our collection, we propose to use the semi-automated approach 

proposed in Chapter 5 to collecting Dark Web contents (Zhou et al., 2004). The collection 

used in this study was built in May 2006. The collection was built in the following 4 

steps: 

1) Identify extremist groups: We started the collection building process by 

identifying the groups that are considered by authoritative sources as extremist groups. 

The sources include government agency reports (e.g., U.S. State Department reports, FBI 

reports, etc.), authoritative organization reports (e.g., Counter-Terrorism Committee of 

the UN Security Council, etc.), and studies published by extremism research centers such 

as the Anti-Terrorism Coalition (ATC), the Middle East Media Research Institute 

(MEMRI), etc. From those sources, we identified around 200 U.S. domestic groups, and 

around 400 International groups. Information such as extremist group names, leader 

names, and extremist jargons are identified from the sources to create a extremism 

keyword lexicon for use in the next step. 

2) Identify extremist group URLs: We manually identified a set of seed extremist 

group URLs from two sources. First, some extremist URLs were directly identified from 

the authoritative sources and literatures mentioned above. Second, we identified another 
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set of extremist URLs by querying major search. The initial set of seed URLs was then 

expanded. The queries were issued in the corresponding extremist groups’ native 

languages. For example, the queries we used when searching for Middle Eastern groups’ 

URLs include extremist leaders’ names such as “الشيخ المجاهد بن الدن” (Sheikh Mujahid bin 

Laden), extremist groups’ names such as “ايران خلق” (“Khalq Iran”), and special words 

used by extremists such as “حرب صليبية” (“Crusader’s War”) and “الكفار” (“Infidels”). 

3) Expand extremist URL set through link and forum analysis: After identifying the 

seed URLs, We extracted out-links and in-links of the seed URLs using an automatic 

link-analysis programs. The out-links were extracted from the HTML contents of 

“favorite link” pages under the seed Web sites. The in-links were extracted from Google 

in-link search service through Google API. We also had language experts who browsed 

the contents of extremist supporting forums and extract the extremist URLs posted by 

extremism supporters. The expanded extremist URL set was them manually filtered by 

domain experts to ensure that irrelevant and bogus Web sites did not make way into our 

collection. After the filtering, a total of 224 extremist group URLs (92 U.S. domestic 

group URLs, 53 Latin American group URLs, and 79 Middle Eastern group URLs) were 

included in our final URL set.   

4) Download extremist Web site contents: The multimedia and multilingual contents 

of the identified extremist Web sites were automatically collected using a Web crawler 
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developed by our group. Our Web crawler was designed to download not only the textual 

files (e.g., HTML, TXT, PDF, etc.) but also multimedia files (e.g., images, video, audio, 

etc.) and dynamically generated Web files (e.g., PHP, ASP, JSP, etc.).  Moreover, 

because extremist organizations set up forums within their Web sites whose contents are 

of special value to research communities, our Web crawler also can automatically log into 

the forums and download the dynamic forum contents. The automatic Web crawling 

approach allows us to effectively build Dark Web collections with millions of documents. 

This would greatly increase the comprehensiveness of our Dark Web study.  

Following the four steps described above, we built a global Dark Web collection 

contain around 1.7 million multimedia documents. Table 6.2 summarizes the detailed file 

type breakdown of the global Dark Web collection. The textual files make the large 

category in the Dark Web collection. Textual files include static textual files such as 

HTML files, PDF files, MS Word documents, as well as dynamic files such as PHP files, 

ASP files, and JSP files. Interestingly, more than half of the textual files in the Dark Web 

collection are dynamic files. In particular, dynamic files make up to 78% of all textual 

files. We conducted a preliminary analysis on the contents of these dynamic files and 

found that most dynamic files were forum postings. This indicates that online forums 

play an important role in extremists’ Web usage, especially for Middle Eastern groups.  

Other than textual files, multimedia files also make a significant presence in the 
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extremist collection which indicates heavy use of multimedia technologies in extremist 

Web sites. The last two types of files, archive files and non-standard files, made up less 

than 5% of the collection. Archive files are compressed file packages such .zip files 

and .rar files. They could be password-protected. Non-standard files are files that cannot 

be recognized by the Windows operating system. These files may be of special interest of 

extremism researchers and experts because they could be encrypted information created 

by extremists. Further analysis is needed to study the contents of these two types of files. 

Comparing documents created by groups from different regions, we found that the 

number of Web documents created by the Middle Eastern groups is much larger than 

those of the U.S. domestic groups and the Latin American groups. This indicates the 

Middle Eastern extremist organizations are making a more prominent presence on the 

Web. A more detailed analysis on the technical sophistication and effectiveness of the 

extremists’ Internet presence will be described in the next section. 

Table 6.2: Dark Web Collection File Type Breakdown 
# of Files  

File Types U.S. Domestic Latin American Middle Eastern 
Textual Files 312408 230977 804145 
  Static Files 154148 89150 176061 
  Dynamic Files 158260 141827 628084 
Multimedia Files 96738 55618 225557 
  Image Files 91089 54422 216520 
  Audio Files 3769 941 1437 
  Video Files 1880 255 7600 
Archive Files 327 852 1499 
Non-Standard Files 1355 650 1537 
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Total 410828 288097 1032738 

6.3.2. Dark Web Content Analysis Using the DWAS 

We used the DWAS as our content analysis tool to generate quantitative indications of the 

technical sophistication and effectiveness of global extremists’ use of the Internet. The 

DWAS contains three sets of attributes: 13 technical sophistication (TS) attributes, five 

content richness (CR) attributes (an extension of the traditional media richness attributes), 

and 11 Web interactivity (WI) attributes. Different weights were assigned to each 

technical sophistication and Web interactivity attribute to indicate their different levels of 

importance. A list of these attributes is summarized in Tables 6.3. 

Table 6.3: Summary of DWAS Attributes and Weights 
TS Attributes Weights 

Use of Lists 1 
Use of Tables 2 
Use of Frames 2 

Basic HTML 
Techniques 

Use of Forms 1.5 
Use of Background Image 1 
Use of Background Music 2 

Embedded 
Multimedia 

Use of Stream Audio/Video 3.5 
Use of DHTML/SHTML 2.5 
Use of Predefined Script Functions 2 

Advanced 
HTML 

Use of Self-defined Script Functions 4.5 
Use of CGI 2.5 
Use of PHP 4.5 

Dynamic Web 
Programming 

Use of JSP/ASP 5.5 
CR Attributes Scores 
Hyperlink # of hyperlinks 
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File/Software Download # of downloadable documents 
Image  # of images 
Audio Files # of audio files 
Video Files # of video files 
WI Attributes Weights  

One-to-one Level Interactivity 
Email Feedback 1.75  
Email List 2.25  
Contact Address 1.25  
Feedback Form 2.75  
Guest Book 1.5  

Community Level Interactivity 
Private Message 4.25  
Online Forum 4.25  
Chat Room 4.75  

Transaction Level Interactivity 
Online Shop 4  
Online Payment 4  
Online Application Form 4  

 

We developed strategies to efficiently and accurately identify the presence of the 

DWAS attributes from Dark Web sites. The TS and CR attributes are marked by HTML 

tags in page contents or file extension names in the page URL strings. For example, a 

URL string ending with “.jsp” indicates that the page utilizes JSP technology. We 

developed programs to automatically analyze Dark Web page contents and URL strings 

to extract the presence of the TS and CR attributes. Since there are no clear indications or 

rules that a program could follow to identify WI attributes from Dark Web contents with 

a high degree of accuracy, we developed a set of coding scheme to allow human coders to 
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identify their presence in Dark Web sites. Technical sophistication, content richness, and 

Web interactivity scores are calculated for each Web site in the collection based on the 

presence of the attributes to indicate how advanced and effective the site is in terms of 

supporting communications and interactions. 

6.3.3. Experimental Results 

Following the DWAS approach, presence of the technical sophistication and media 

richness attributes was automatically extracted from the collections using programs. 

Presence of the Web interactivity attributes was extracted from each Web site by language 

experts based on the coding scheme in DWAS. Because of the time limitation, language 

experts only examined the top two level Web pages in each Web site. For each Web site 

in the global Dark Web collection, three scores (technical sophistication, content richness, 

and Web interactivity) were calculated based on the presence of the attributes and their 

corresponding weights in DWAS. Statistical analysis was conducted to cross-compare the 

advancement/effectiveness scores achieved by the Web sites of extremist organizations 

from the three different regions.  

6.3.3.1. Comparison Results: Technical Sophistication 

To learn whether there are differences in extremist organizations’ level of sophistication, 

we used ANOVA analysis to compare the technical sophistication scores achieved by 
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Web sites of extremist groups from different regions. Figures 6.1a-6.1e show the ANOVA 

results of different technical sophistication levels.  
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ANOVA Basic TS (Significance Level at 0.05) 
F p-Value F crit 
3.987669 0.019863** 3.035794 

Figure 6.1.a: Basic HTML Technical Sophistication ANOVA Results 

Figure 6.1.a shows that, in terms of applying basic HTML techniques, there are 

significant differences in the levels of technical sophistication between Web sites created 

by groups from the three regions. More specifically, the confidence interval plot shown in 

the upper side of Figure 6.1.a shows that U.S. domestic group Web sites and Middle 

Eastern group Web sites achieved similar level of basic technical sophistication and they 

are both significantly better than Latin American group Web sites. 
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ANOVA Media TS (Significance Level at 0.05) 
F p-Value F crit 
6.23225 0.00233** 3.036902 

Figure 6.1.b: Embedded Media Technical Sophistication ANOVA Results 

In terms of embedded media usage, as shown in Figure 6.1.b, the ANOVA result 

shows that there are significant differences (p-Value = 0.00233) in the levels of technical 

sophistication between Web sites created by groups from the three regions. The 

confidence interval plot further shows that the differences in embedded media usage 

between Web sites created by groups of the three regions follow the same pattern as the 

differences in basic HTML techniques: while U.S. groups and Middle Eastern groups are 

comparable; both of them are significantly better than Latin American groups.  
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ANOVA Advanced TS (Significance Level at 0.05) 
F p-Value F crit 
16.10481 2.97E-07** 3.036902 

Figure 6.1.c: Advanced Technical Sophistication ANOVA Results 

For advanced HTML technique usage, as shown in Figure 6.1.c, similar patterns 

were observed again. U.S. domestic group Web sites and Middle Eastern group Web sites 

performed comparably and they both significantly (p-Value < 0.00001) outperformed the 

Latin American Web sites. 
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ANOVA Dynamic TS (Significance Level at 0.05) 
F p-Value F crit 
4.438946 0.012885** 3.036902 

Figure 6.1.d: Dynamic Web Programming Technical Sophistication ANOVA Results 

For the use of dynamic Web programming languages such as PHP and JSP，a 

different pattern was observed. As shown in Figure 6.1.d, Middle Eastern groups are the 

most advanced ones in terms of applying dynamic Web programming techniques in their 

Web sites. They are significantly better (p-Value = 0.012885) than both U.S. domestic 

groups and Latin American groups. While the U.S. domestic groups performed better 

than the Latin American groups, the difference is not significant.  
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ANOVA Overall TS (Significance Level at 0.05) 
F p-Value F crit 
12.06542 1.07E-05** 3.036902 

Figure 6.1.e: Overall Technical Sophistication ANOVA Results 

When taking all four attributes of technical sophistication into consideration, as 

shown in Figure 6.1.e, Middle Easter groups are the best among all extremist groups 

across the world, although the difference between them and U.S. domestic groups is not 

significant. Latin American groups lag behind both Middle Eastern groups and U.S. 

domestic groups. The difference between Latin American groups and groups from the 

other two regions is significant (p-Value = 0.0000107). 

Technical sophistication of Web sites run by extremist organizations is a good 

indication of the level of IT expertise the organizations have as well as the level of 

investment the organizations have put on building their Internet presence. Considering 
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the United State is the most IT savvy country in the world where Internet technologies 

and services are easily and cheaply available, it is not surprising to see U.S. domestic 

extremist organizations have achieved high level of technical sophistication in utilizing 

the Internet infrastructure. The Middle Eastern groups, on the other hand, are mostly 

rooted in countries where Internet technologies and infrastructure are much less 

developed. Nevertheless, they achieved a technical sophistication level that is even higher 

than that of the U.S. domestic groups. This indicates that the Internet has become a very 

important part of the Middle Easter extremist organizations’ agenda and they have made 

the efforts to take advantages of the latest Internet technologies. The Latin American 

extremist groups seem to have a different attitude towards Internet. Their Web sites are 

significantly less sophisticated than groups from the other two regions, which indicates 

that they had less investment on Internet technologies. Furthermore, the Middle Eastern 

groups are significant more advanced in terms of utilizing dynamic Web programming 

techniques in their Web site than groups from the other two regions. Based on our 

preliminary studies, in extremist Web sites, dynamic Web programming techniques are 

usually used to support communication functionalities such as online forums and chat 

rooms. This high level usage of dynamic Web programming techniques in the Middle 

Easter group Web sites calls for further investigations.  
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6.3.3.2. Comparison Results: Content Richness 

Content richness is an important criterion to measure the effectiveness of extremists’ 

online propaganda plans. The richer the contents are on their Web sites, the more 

information can the extremist groups convey to their supporters, thus achieving better 

mobilization goals. To study the propaganda plans of different extremist groups, we 

conducted ANOVA analysis to compare the content richness of their Web sites.  
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ANOVA # of Links CR (Significance Level is at 0.05) 

F p-Value F crit 
3.037265 0.048818** 3.013056 

Figure 6.2.a: Number of Links ANOVA Results 

Figure 6.2.a shows the comparison results of average number of hyperlinks per Web 

site. As we can see from the confidence interval plot, the Middle Eastern groups Web 
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sites contain significantly more hyperlinks than Web sites of the other two categories of 

groups (p-Value = 0.048818). Having more hyperlinks in their Web sites, the Middle 

Eastern groups provide their supporters with more opportunities to locate Web documents 

that they really want. Moreover, more hyperlinks between different groups Websites 

indicates that stronger real world relationships exist between those Middle Eastern 

extremist organizations.  
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ANOVA # of Downloads (Significance Level is at 0.05) 

F p-Value F crit 
0.226105 0.797729 3.016694 

Figure 6.2.b: Number of Downloads ANOVA Results 

Another important content richness attribute is the number of downloadable 

documents on a Web site. Downloadable documents include textual files (e.g., PDF files, 

MS Word Files, etc.) and archive files (e.g., ZIP files, RAR files, etc.). Previous studies 
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(Bowers, 2004; Muriel, 2004; Weimann, 2004; SITE, 2004) showed that providing 

downloadable documents on Web site has become a major means for extremists to 

disseminate their propaganda materials. From Figure 6.2.b, we can see that extremist 

groups from all three major regions provide similar amount of downloadable documents 

on their Web sites.  
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ANOVA # of Images (Significance Level is at 0.05) 

F p-Value F crit 
4.218931 0.015325** 3.016602 

Figure 6.2.c: Number of Images ANOVA Results 
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ANOVA # of Audio Files (Significance Level is at 0.05) 
F p-Value F crit 
2.00641 0.135728 3.016694 

Figure 6.2.d: Number of Audio Files ANOVA Results 
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6.816345 0.001219** 3.016893 

Figure 6.2.e: Number of audio files ANOVA results 

Multimedia documents, including images, audio files, and video files, are the most 

important vehicles to convey information to Web users. They are more attractive and tend 

to leave a stronger impression on people than pure textual contents. As shown in Figures 

6.2.c-6.2.e, the Middle Easter groups posted significantly (p-Value = 0.001219) more 

images and video files on their Web sites than the U.S. domestic and Latin American 

groups. The U.S. Domestic groups posted more audio files than the Middle Eastern and 

Latin American groups; but the difference is not significant (p-Value = 0.135728).  

The large amount of multimedia contents posted on the Middle Eastern groups Web 

sites is an indication that the Middle Eastern groups have very active propaganda 

strategies. Moreover, hosting large volume of multimedia contents usually requires Web 

servers with high stability and bandwidth. The Middle Eastern extremist groups 

succeeded in building such a stable online infrastructure to support their sophisticated 

online propaganda campaigns. 

6.3.3.3 Comparison Results: Web Interactivity 

Supporting the communications between their members and their supporters is one of the 

major goals of extremists’ Internet exploitation. We conducted ANOVA analysis to 

compare the effectiveness of extremist groups’ communications through their Web sites.  
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ANOVA 1-to-1 Interactivity (Significance Level is at 0.05) 

F p-Value F crit 
9.027465 0.000181** 3.044505 

Figure 6.3.a: 1-to-1 level interactivity ANOVA results 

As shown in Figure 6.3.a, in terms of one-to-one level interactivity, both the U.S. 

domestic groups and Latin American groups performed significantly (p-Value = 0.000181) 

better than the Middle Eastern groups. One possible explanation for the low one-to-one 

interactivity support from the Middle Easter groups is that the Middle Eastern extremist 

groups are more radical and covert than the U.S. domestic and Latin American groups. 

Many of the Middle Eastern groups are currently under military suppression from the 

West. In many cases, they could not give out their address and other contact information 

to the public.  
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ANOVA Community Interactivity (Significance Level is at 0.05) 

F p-Value F crit 
3.155795 0.044895** 3.044505 

Figure 6.3.b: Community level interactivity ANOVA results 

At community level, as shown in Figure 6.3.b, the U.S. domestic groups and the 

Middle Eastern groups both performed better than the Latin American groups. The 

difference between the U.S. domestic and Latin American groups is significant (p-Value 

= 0.044895). The U.S. domestic extremist groups are among the earliest adopters of 

Internet forums. It’s not surprising to see that they are still heavily utilizing Internet tools 

such as forums and chat rooms to support their communication with their supporters. The 

Middle Eastern groups are the newer adopters of such Internet-based communication 

tools, but they are also very active in terms of hosting and maintaining online forums and 
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bulletin boards. Some of the Middle Eastern extremist group forums have grown very 

large in scale. For example, www.shawati.com has 31,894 registered forum members and 

418,196 posts; www.kuwaitchat.net has 11,531 registered members and 624,694 posts. 

Not all of the forum members are extremism or extremists. Many of them are just 

supporters or sympathizers. Members of these large forums participate in daily 

discussions, express their support of the extremist groups, and reinforce each other’s 

beliefs in the extremist groups’ courses. They sometimes can get messages directly from 

active members of extremist groups. For example, messages from the Iraqi extremist 

leader, Abu Mus’ab Zarqawi can often be found in online forum www.islamic-f.net. 

These dynamic forums provide snapshots of extremist groups’ activities, communications, 

ideologies, relationships, and evolutionary developments. 
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ANOVA Transaction Interactivity (Significance Level is at 0.05) 
F p-Value F crit 
15.69915 5.01051E-07** 3.044505 

Figure 6.3.c: Transaction level interactivity ANOVA results 

The transaction level interactivity is the most advanced level of interactivity that Web 

sites can support. At this level, as shown in Figure 6.3.c, the U.S. domestic groups 

significantly outperformed both the Latin American and Middle Eastern groups. 

Supporting transaction level interactivity requires high level of technical sophistication 

which the Latin American groups did not demonstrate based on our TS comparison 

results. That is one possible explanation for Latin American groups’ low performance. On 

the other hand, transaction level interactivities usually involve the transfer of funds online. 

In order to perform such tasks, one is often required to provide their identity information 

(bank account member, billing address, contact information, etc.) to online service 

providers. It is difficult for the Middle Eastern groups to meet these requirements because 

they have to remain covert, which is a possible explanation for their low performance in 

supporting transaction level interactivity. 
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ANOVA Overall Interactivity (Significance Level is at 0.05) 

F p-Value F crit 
15.7745 4.7E-07** 3.044505 

Figure 6.3.d: Overall Web interactivity ANOVA results 

When taking all three levels of Web interactivity into consideration, as shown in 

Figure 6.3.d, the U.S. domestic groups performed significantly better (p-Value < 0.0001) 

than both the Latin American and Middle Eastern groups.  

6.4. Conclusions and Future Directions 

In this chapter, we discussed a large scale empirical study to explore the application of 

automatic Web crawling techniques and the Dark Web Attribute System in studying 

global extremist organizations’ Internet presence. Using a semi-automatic crawling 

approach, we collected more than 1.7 million multimedia Web documents from around 
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224 Web sites created by major extremist organizations rooted in North America, Latin 

America, and Middle Eastern countries. We then used the Dark Web Attribute System to 

study these extremist organizations’ Internet usage from three perspectives: technical 

sophistication, content richness, and Web interactivity. In order to gain a deeper 

understanding on different extremist organizations’ IT capabilities, we also conducted 

statistical analysis to cross-compare the technical sophistication and effectiveness of Web 

sites created by extremist groups from different regions. 

  Our analysis results showed that, among groups from all three regions, the Middle 

Eastern extremist organizations are the most active exploiters of the Internet. They 

demonstrated the highest level of technical sophistication and provided the richest 

multimedia contents in their Web sites. However, due to their covert nature, they did not 

perform as well as the U.S. domestic extremist organizations in terms of supporting 

communications using Internet technologies. Because the U.S. domestic groups take full 

advantages of Internet technologies such as forums, chat rooms, and e-Commerce 

transactions, to facilitate their communication and interaction with their supporters. The 

Latin American groups, on the other hand, lagged behind groups from the other two 

regions in terms of exploiting the Internet. Their Web sites are not as sophisticated as 

those of their U.S. and Middle Eastern counterparts. They were also not as effective in 

terms of utilizing the Internet to support their communications. 
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 The contribution of this study is twofold. First, this study further explored the high 

effectiveness and efficiency of automatic Web mining techniques in Dark Web studies. It 

expanded the scope of our previous Dark Web content analysis (see Chapter 5) and 

pushed the comprehensiveness of Dark Web studies to a new level that has never been 

achieved before. Second, the results of our empirical study help domain experts deepen 

their understanding on the global extremism movements and make better 

counter-extremism measures on the Internet. 

 We have several future research directions to pursue. First, we will further improve 

the Dark Web Attributes System by incorporating more accurate attributes into the system. 

We will also collaborate with more Internet technology experts to further fine tune the 

weights associated with the DWAS attributes. Second, we will explore more effective 

Web crawling techniques to further expand the coverage of our Dark Web study. Third, 

we will collaborate with more extremism domain experts to better interpret our findings. 

Last but not least, we will explore the application of the proposed automatic Web 

crawling and content analysis tools in other domains such as business intelligence and 

e-Government. 
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

This dissertation investigates the application of Web mining techniques in facilitating 

knowledge discovery in various contexts. A set of domain specific Web collection 

building, Web content analysis, and Web link structure analysis techniques were proposed. 

Their potential applications in extracting social and behavioral knowledge about 

organizations in different domains were discussed. In this final chapter, I review the 

major contributions of this dissertation, discuss its relevance to MIS research, and suggest 

some future research directions. 

7.1. Contributions 

This dissertation involves several studies and disciplines. It makes several contributions 

in both research and empirical aspects. Specifically, the dissertation has the following 

theoretical contributions: 

 Chapter 3 incorporated genetic algorithm into focused crawling. This study 

demonstrated the meta-search based mutation operation could improve the accuracy 

and coverage of the final collection.  

 Chapter 4 explored the relationships between an organization’s Web presence and its 

internal resource allocation and information control policies. The study demonstrated 
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that Web content mining is an effective way to study an organization’s resource 

allocation and information control policies 

 Chapter 4 also revealed that the hyperlink structure between organizations’ Web sites 

reflects the real-world social relationships between them. The study demonstrated 

that Web link structure analysis is an effective way to study social relationships 

between organizations. 

 Chapters 5 and 6 explored the relationship between an organization’s Web presence 

and its technical sophistication and effectiveness of communications. This study 

demonstrated that a combination of Web collection build and Web content analysis is 

an effective way to study the aforementioned two aspects of organizations. 

This dissertation also makes the following technical contributions: 

 Chapter 3 proposed an effective approach to integrating meta-search into focused 

crawling process to improve the coverage of the resulting collection. 

 Chapter 3 also proposed an effective approach to integrating both content-based and 

link-based Web analysis approach into focused crawl process to avoid topic drift and 

missing-hub problems. 

 Chapter 4 proposed an effective technique to generate social network of selected 

organizations based on the hyperlink structure between those organizations’ Web 

sites. 
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This dissertation also contributes to various scientific, government, and intelligence 

domains in the following ways: 

 The genetic algorithm based focused crawler proposed in Chapter 3 was shown to be 

an effective tool to build high-quality collection. It has been used to build the 

collection for several domain-specific knowledge portals (Zhou et al., 2003; Zhou et 

al., 2004; Reid et al., 2004).  

 The content and link analysis tools introduced in Chapters 4 and 5 can be applied in 

e-Commerce, e-Government, and e-Education domains to help experts explore more 

effective ways to support communications through Internet technologies. 

7.2. Relevance to Business, Management, and MIS 

In addition to the contributions mention above, this dissertation is especially relevant to 

business, management, and MIS. Nowadays, the Internet has become an essential 

component of virtually any business operations. It is very important for business 

managers to make effective use of the Internet in order stay competitive in a global 

business environment.  

As demonstrated by the case studies, the techniques reported in this dissertation 

could help business managers better locate, analysis, and understand key business 

information on the Internet. For example, the focused crawling technique reported in 

Chapter 3 has been used to build a Web collection for an online business intelligence 
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portal (Zhou et al., 2004). Moreover, the link analysis techniques reported in Chapter 4 

could help managers study the relationships between key stakeholders on a market by 

analyzing the link structure between the stakeholders’ Web sites. Or they can use the 

content analysis approach proposed in Chapter 4 to study their competitors’ resource 

allocation plans, information control policies, etc. Such information may be very difficult 

to obtain through conventional means, especially when competition is involved. Such 

information is invaluable for executives to make more intelligent strategic decisions.  

 As forums become more and more popular, Web mining techniques proposed in 

Chapters 5 and 6 can be used by marketing managers to locate and monitor forums where 

their target customers may hang out. Information obtained from such forum monitoring 

applications could be helpful to identify trends in customers’ preferences. Furthermore, 

Web link analysis techniques can be expanded to study social networks between people. 

Such techniques can then be applied to extract customer networks from online forums to 

gain useful information for customer relationship management. 

 Last but not least, the Web collection evaluation methodology introduced in Chapter 

3 can be used to evaluate the quality of collections in online business intelligence systems. 

Such evaluation results would help business organizations further improve their systems 

and make better business decisions. 
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7.3. Future Directions 

Web mining is a fairly new research domain. Many new methodologies and techniques 

are needed. My future research on Web mining will proceed in the following directions: 

In the theoretical perspective, I will continue to study the relationships between an 

organization’s Internet presence and its organizational characteristics. In this dissertation, 

I have already applied Web mining techniques to study important aspects about 

organizations such as their resource allocation, information control policies, and technical 

sophistication. Revealing deeper implications of organizations’ Internet presence would 

allow us to gain knowledge on more aspects of organizations through Web mining. Such 

research will also contribute to the study of social and behavioral aspects of the Internet. 

In the technical perspective, I will continue to develop new methodologies and 

techniques for various steps in the Web mining procedure, namely, Web crawling 

techniques, Web content analysis techniques, Web link structure mining techniques, and 

Web knowledge representation and visualization techniques. In particular, since the 

techniques proposed in this dissertation are mainly focused on analyzing textual Web 

documents, I would like to explore techniques that could process multimedia contents on 

the Internet. As the Internet is a multilingual environment, I would also like to explore 

techniques that could help alleviate the language barrier problems on the Internet. More 

specifically, I plan to study the application of multilingual information retrieval in online 
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environments.  

In the empirical perspective, I would like to apply my methodologies and techniques 

in a broader range of domains. This dissertation only covered a few domains where Web 

mining can apply. In the future, I will apply Web mining techniques to e-Government, 

e-Education, and many other suitable domains. 
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